421 1955 Bowman 158 Gil Hodges  8 ................. 150
Great looking card from a very desirable set among autographed card collectors, the color is terrific. Nicely centered with clean brown borders, the beloved Hodges signed this in pleasing blue ballpoint ink right in the center. JSA LOA (full)).

422 1961 Fleer 67 Bobo Newsom
(D’62, extremely rare)  8 ................. 300
A supremely rare signed card, star pitcher Louis Bobo Newsom died in 1962 at only age 55. Clean card has four square corners and rich color. Signed neatly in blue ballpoint in a perfect spot, this displays very well. PSA slabbed, this is only of three they have handled.

423 1962 Topps 313 Maris In Action 9 ................. 150
Pleasing mid-grade card, this is nicely centered with rich color and a good image. Maris signed this in solid blue ballpoint ink in the top portion of the card, the signature is large and has a nice flow to it. JSA LOAA.

424 1963 Fleer 38 different signed cards
(all vintage and high grade!)  9 ................. 225
Remarkable lot, these were all signed circa 1963. The autographs look great, amazing the cards themselves are a striking and super sharp Near Mint or better overall. The card numbers will be on our website, the cards include Burgess, Kaat, Piersall, Power and Wagner. JSA LOAA.

425 1971 - 1988 Large Signed Card Lot
(1,300 plus cards)  9 ................. 450
Very clean lot of signed cards, the cards themselves are exceptionally clean and nice. The autographs are very strong overall, nothing appears to be inscribed, the signatures look great. Duplication is very mild, the cards go back to 1971 and are mainly from 1979 through 1987. There are a fair number of Topps signed cards from 1980 through 1987 and also many Donruss and Fleer signed cards from the 1980s. If you are a collector working on these sets, this lot will no doubt save you some serious time and money. A dealer can of course also have a field day with these in today’s market. There are about 75 cards of stars and deceased players. There are 102 cards from before 1980 and

426 2012 Leaf Living Legends
Scarce Pete Rose Fully Signed Set (50 pcs)  9.5 ....... 200
Something we have not seen before, this is a lovely b/w set devoted to Peter Edward Rose. The cards and signatures are immaculate, this is filled with unusual images of Rose throughout his career. This is the first time that we have seen this set fully signed, it looks great. JSA LOAA. JSA LOAA.
427 Album Page Bender, Chief (superb, 1931) 9.5........ 150
Gorgeous fountain pen ink signature from this very popular HOF pitcher, it does not get much nicer than this. Singly signed on a perfectly clean autograph album page, this is signed as follows: Chief CW Bender Coach of pitchers New York Giants - 1931. JSA LOAA.

428 Mantle, Mickey Superb Mid-1950s Signature 9.5... 175
Beautiful circa 1956 Mickey Mantle signature, it does not get much nicer than this. Offered is a Mint 3.5 x 5 My Best Wishes Mickey Mantle blue ballpoint ink cut. Ideal for slabbing as part of a framed display, quality Mickey Mantle signatures from the 1950s are scarce and very undervalued in our opinion. JSA LOA (full).

429 Cut Moe Berg/Ted Williams! 9..................... 125
How is this for a great and unique pairing? Offered is a circa 1939 cut from an autograph album page. This is signed by everyone's favorite spy Moe Berg and Ted Williams in a Rookie era signature. Both autographs are in super bold pencil and look great. PSA slabbed, I wonder if Ted Williams had any suspicions about Berg! Superb autographed item.

430 Vintage Early 1930s Cut Collection w/good content (61 pcs) 9.................. 300
Nice lot of fountain pen ink signatures, the signatures include PSA slabbed examples of Travis Jackson, Pepper Martin and Lefty O’Doul. The other signatures include Rip Collins, Hugh Critz, Frank Crosetti, Paul Dean, Leo Durocher, Jim Elliott (D’66), Lefty Gomez, Johnny Murphy, Homer Peel, Paul Richards, Red Rolfe, Bill Terry and Jim Weaver. JSA LOAA.

431 3 x 5 Wagner, Honus (1942, superb) 9................. 150
Gorgeous Honus Wagner 3x5, it does not get much nicer than this. This is a spotless 3x5 which is signed J. Honus Wagner Pirates 1942. The signature and writing are in beautiful blue fountain pen ink. Something tells me this will end up in a plastic tomb! JSA LOA (full).

432 Cut Young, Cy 9..................... 400
One of the most classic HOF signatures, offered is a fine fountain pen ink cut. Ideal for display or slabbing, this is a vital HOF autograph. JSA LOA (full).
Lot of matted cuts, mainly with Perez Steele postcards, these are ready to be framed if desired. The autographs include: Cronin, Durocher, Flick, Frisch, Greenberg, Grove, Hartnett, Hooper, Hoyt, McCarthy, Medwick and Ruffing. JSA LOA.

Large lot of 3x5s, the condition is perfectly clean overall, there are very few if any inscriptions. The duplication appears to be very mild, the players look to be mainly from the 1920s through the 1940s but go back to very early 20th century players, nearly everything is in solid blue ballpoint ink. Everything is neatly identified on the back, this was done circa 2013, with the year of death neatly noted on the back of each 3x5. There are likely no great rarities but nonetheless the large quantity offers a terrific overall value. There are 19 HOFers w/Carey, Cronin (2), Hubbell, Marquard and Terry. There are some of the other better signatures in the lot: Burgess, Gonder, Hoff, Davy Jones, Leifeld, Duffy Lewis, Lollar, A. Oyler, Peckinpaugh, A Reynolds, Snodgrass, Stephenson, Jocko Thompson, Trosky and Yerkes.

Creative display piece, this is a spotless color 8x10 of six members of the 1961 Yankees. Four have signed on the image (Mantle, Berra, Skowron, Blanchard), the two missing signatures have solid 3x5s (Roger Maris and Elston Howard). This will look great in the right mat and frame. JSA LOA (full).
437 8 x 10 1962 Mets (26 sigs)  9.5 ................. 150
Quality 1962 Mets signed 8x10 photo, this was signed much earlier than most that trade and has tougher signatures. The quality is strong, the autographs include Ashburn, Bell, Neal, Landrith, Labine, Kranepool, Throneberry and both Bob Millers. JSA LOA (full).

438 8 x 10 1969 Mets (30 sigs) w/Seaver, Ryan, Koonce  9.5 ................. 150
Classic team signed photo, the signatures are in bold blue sharpie. Filled with 30 bold blue sharpie ink signatures, this one is especially desirable as it includes key signature Cal Koonce (D’93). The other signatures include Seaver, Ryan, Berra, Jones, McGraw, Koosman, Agee and Kranepool. JSA LOA (full).

439 8 x 10 DiMaggio/Mantle/Williams  9.5 ................. 150
Nice print of this classic image, each of these legendary HOFers signed in perfect blue sharpie ink. With a Steiner hologram, this does not get any bolder or cleaner. PSA graded all three signature a 9! Very nicely double-matted and framed, total size 19x17. PSA DNA (full).

441 8 x 10 Hodges, Gil (superb 1969 original signed photo)  9.5 ................. 225
Great signed photo, this is a John Anderson original print. From 1969, Gil signed this at the time in particularly bold and attractive blue ballpoint ink. An original portrait b/w image, this is high quality photography. Gil Hodges signed 8x10s from this era are always extremely desirable due to his sad death in 1972, providing a small window for autograph seekers. JSA LOA (full).

442 Photo Lazzeri, Tony  9.5 ................. 250
1927 Yankee HOFer, Lazzeri died in 1946 at a young age. He is available on checks but has always been very scarce on a photo. Offered is a handsome 4x7 magazine photo of Lazzeri in a Yankee uniform. Signed in bold black fountain pen ink, this is an early and superb signature. Matted and framed. JSA LOA (full).

443 Mack, Connie Signed 11x14 Photo  9 ................. 240
Great 11x14 photo, this is one of the nicest large format Connie Mack photos that one may ever see. Mack is holding court in the clubhouse with five very happy people. Mack signed on his image in solid black fountain pen ink, the other signatures include Jim Peterson and H.V. McMillan. We are not sure who these people are, there may well be an amazing story here but as a large format Connie Mack signed photo, it is simply tremendous to observe. JSA LOA (full).

444 8 x 10 Mantle/Berra/Ford  9 ................. 175
Highly evocative image, this is one that you never see, this is the first example I believe that we have handed or seen. Elegantly matted and framed, this is a terrific photo of these legendary Yankee HOFers from the late 1970s. They are all in uniform and each player has signed on their image in blue sharpie ink. JSA LOA (full).
Offered is a very unusual and attractive Mantle/Maris signed photo. This is a handsome 10x8 high quality image from the Card Memorabilia Association. Signed in the early 1980s, both signatures are large and in Mint blue sharpie ink. Very nicely double-matted and framed, the total size is 17x14. I doubt very many of these are around as this is the first one that we have seen or handled. JSA LOA (full).

Underrated HOFer and 3,000 hit club member, Simmons died in 1955 and is scarce on a full 8x10. Perfectly clean and fine, this has a superb blue ink signature that contrasts perfectly against the clean image. JSA LOA (full).

Scarce signature, this 1930s and 1940s HOF shortstop died in 1952 at a very young age. Offered is a handsome 3x6 photo of Vaughan in a Dodger uniform; smartly matted and framed, this has a terrific blue fountain pen ink signature. JSA LOA (full).

A very tough signature on a photo, this has a solid blue ballpoint ink signature. The photo measures 6x5 and is a newspaper photo of Walsh throwing out a pitch at a game. Mounted onto a scrapbook page, the back is signed by Elmer Flick twice. Deadball era HOFer, D’1959. JSA LOAA.
450  450 Lesser Signed Postcard Size Photos from the 1970s 9 .......................... 200
A very dedicated collector made black and white copies of postcards in the 1970s. These were all signed in the 1970s or very early 1980s, there are a ton of deceased players. The autographs are uniformly bold and clean. A dream lot for the collector of obscurities, the players are almost all from the 1930s through the 1950s, all teams appear to be represented. There is no duplication, they are presented neatly in alphabetical order. There is most likely nothing super rare here, but content includes: Bevens, Campanis, Cater, Derry, Deshong, Koenig, Larsen, Metro, Mizell, Parnell, Peek, Potter, Reyes, Rosenthal, Sain, Schacht, Sturm, Van Cuyk (both) and Hal Wagner.

451  8 x 10 Lot of 42 different HOFers 9 .......................... 200
Solid lot of HOFer signed 8x10s, the autographs are very strong overall. Many of these are signed on uncommon images, these better pieces come in the lot: Berra, Boggs, Bunning (perfect game), Carlton, Cepeda, Dawson, Dickey, Herzog, Hunter, Kaline, Killebrew, Molitor, Raines, Rice, Schmidt, Stargell, Weaver, Wilhelm and Wynn. This is an ideal lot to use to start a HOFer signed 8x10 collection. JSA LOAA.

452  8 x 10 Pittsburgh Pirates Large Collection (133 pcs) 9 .......................... 200
Big lot of Pittsburgh Pirates signed 8x10s, these came from a truly die-hard fan. The autographs are very strong overall, the images look great. With very little duplication, the signatures range from 1950s players to the present, mainly from the 1950s through the early 1980s with the different Championship teams very well represented. An extremely comprehensive offering that we hardly ever see, these better pieces come in the lot: Jay Bell, Blyleven, Bonilla, Candelaria, Easler, Ellis, Friend, Groat, Hebner, Kiner, Law, Leland, Madlock, McCutchen, both O’Briens, Oliver, Parker, Stargell, Stennett, Tanner, Tekulve, Van Slyke, Virdon, L. Waner and Wills. JSA LOAA.

453  Rose, Pete MLBPA Signed Check 9.5 .......................... 25
Neat Rose item, this is a check for $2,527 from the MLB Player’s Association to Pete. The front has a stamped Marvin Miller signature, the back has a perfect 1982 Pete Rose signature (the check is dated 3/8/1982). JSA LOAA.

Go to cleansweeanauctions.com for many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 8 PM EST for Wednesday June 9th.
454 Yellow HOF Plaque  Dave Bancroft  ..................... 800
An absolute key to a signed set, these are very hard to find. 1920s and 1930s New York Giant HOFer Dave Bancroft was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1971 and died the following year, hence the rarity of a signed HOF plaque postcard. The offered piece is slabbed Authentic by PSA. Signed in spotless blue ballpoint, we grade the autograph an 8.5 out of 10. Who wants to fill an extremely tough hole in their advanced Yellow HOF Plaque collection?

455 Yellow HOF Plaque  Jimmie Foxx  (signed back)  PSA 9  ............... 450
Extremely scarce plaque, this is an absolute key to a signed set. Missing from 99% of all plaque collections, the offered example is signed on the back. The plaque is spotless and pristine, feared slugger Jimmie Foxx signed the back in a perfect spot in Mint blue ballpoint ink. This is slabbed Mint 9 by PSA, again something that you will hardly ever see.
456  1970s Era Red Sox Signed Jersey Lot (9 different)  
w/stars  
9 ....................... 200
Nice lot of 1970s era Red Sox jerseys, some have JSA or PSA stickers. All clean, the jerseys are Aparicio, Carbo, Evans, Fisk, Jenkins, Lee, Remy, Rice and Tiant. JSA LOAA.

457  2004 Red Sox Signed Jersey Lot w/key players  
(15 pcs)  
9 ....................... 300
Great lot of 2004 Red Sox single signed jerseys, the autographs look great, some of these have JSA or PSA stickers. A very substantial lot, this would run some real money as singles. The content is as follows: Arroyo, Bucholz, Crisp, Damon, Embree/Timlin, Francona, Garciaparra, Lowe, P. Martinez, Mueller, Ortiz, M. Ramirez, Schilling, Varitek and Wakefield. JSA LOAA.

458  3000 Strikeout Club Signed Ryan Jersey  
(11 sigs)  
9.5 .................... 150
Very nice item, this has an MLB hologram. Offered is a clean Nolan Ryan home white Texas Rangers model jersey, this is signed by Ryan, Clemens, Seaver, Randy Johnson, Sutton, Niekro, Perry, Blyleven, Jenkins, Gibson and Carlton. It is very unusual to find these with Clemens and Johnson. JSA LOA (full).

459  Williams, Ted  
9.5 .................... 250
Key piece, this is the classic Mitchell and Ness home white Ted Williams model jersey. So much scarcer than a signed ball or bat, this has a large and perfect quality blue sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA (full).

460  Lot of 9 1960s Era Red Sox Signed Jerseys  
9 ............... 200
Good lot of Red Sox signed jerseys, some have JSA or PSA stickers. The signatures are all very strong, the content is as follows: DiMaggio, Doerr, Lonborgs, Lyle, Malzone, Pesky, Petrocelli, Piersall and Dick Williams (Mitchell & Ness). JSA LOAA.

461  Red Sox Jersey Lot w/Stars (12 pcs)  
9 ..................... 150
Offered is a lot of 12 autographed jerseys from 80s/90s Boston Red Sox members with stars. Players included in the lot are Roger Clemens (JSA Sticker), Aaron Sele, Mo Vaughn, John Smoltz (JSA Sticker), Dennis Eckersley, Bill Buckner (JSA Sticker), Wade Boggs (2), Dennis Boyd, Andre Dawson (2) and Dwight Evans. The autographs are in blue, black and silver sharpie ink and include inscriptions on several of them. The jerseys are Majestic, Rawlings and Russell brands and are assorted colors/sizes. JSA LOAA.
Baseball Autographs

Large Prints

462 1996 Yankees Signed Animation Cel
(14 w/Jeter, Rivera) 8.5 ............... 270
Charming and fun piece, this is a lovely limited edition
(84/250) signed animation cel. There are 14 signatures of the
artist and various members of the 1996 World Champion
Yankees. The autographs include Jeter, Rivera, Torre, Raines,
Fielder, Tino Martinez and Bernie Williams. Matted and
framed, the total size is 23x20. JSA LOA (full).

463 3000 Hit Club Signed/Framed Print 9.5 ........... 240
Great looking print, this is signed by all 13 depicted players.
The autographs are spotless and superb. The piece itself is
36x24 as matted, and framed to 42 x 30. The content is
superb, with note to Mays, Aaron, Brett, Musial, Kaline,
Rose, Winfield, Molitor, Brock, Carew, Murray and Yaz.
JSA LOA.

464 500 Home Run Club (ltd edition) 9.5............... 240
Nice item, this was the photo taken before the famed signing
in Atlantic City. This is autographed by all eleven pictured,
with note to Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron and Frank Rob-
inson. Nicely matted and framed to 28 x 23, the autographs
are strong. This is a limited edition, 55/500, which is very
unusual to find. JSA LOA (full).

465 DiMaggio/Berra Signed Bugs Bunny Cel 9 .......... 150
Fun piece, this is a very evocative 10x12 cell of Bugs Bunny.
Signed by legendary HOFers Yogi Berra and Joe DiMaggio,
this is a limited edition piece (14/100). Matted and framed,
total size 18x20, this comes with the original paperwork.
JSA LOA (full).

466 Fun 500 Home Run Club Signed Display 9 ........... 300
Something you just never see, this is a 12 x 16 custom card-
board display with 11 members of the 500 Home Run Club.
Obtained by someone with great access at the famed sign-
ing, the autographs are all in matching pleasing blue sharpie
ink, there is a slight stain on Killebrews ball. We all know
the names here: Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron, Banks etc.
The person who put this together must have been a Giants
fan as Willie Mays got the premier spot! JSA LOA (full).

467 Mantle, Mickey 1954 Baseball Card 9.5............... 175
Very fun and attractive Mickey Mantle display piece, offered
is his classic enlargement of a phantom 1954 Topps base-
ball card. The print itself is matted to 23x36 and framed to
31x43. Mantle signed this in a perfect spot on the left side,
the signature is in flawless blue sharpie ink. The pictures
never do a piece like this justice, the winning bidder should
really enjoy this. JSA LOA.
468  Mantle, Mickey (Gallo)  9.5 ...................... 270
Very nice Mickey Mantle signed display piece, offered is the seldom offered full size 34x23 Gallo poster of Mickey sitting in the dugout in his 1956 season. The is signed by Mickey Mantle with his number 7, a large and fine signature. Also signed by Gallo with the 9-15-56 date, this looks great. Matted and framed, the total size is 30 x 41. JSA LOAA.

469  Mantle, Mickey Rookie Image  9.5 ...................... 150
Very uncommon image, I cannot remember the last time we saw one of these. Offered is a highly evocative b/w image of a Rookie Mantle holding two bats. Mickey signed this image on one of his bats, the autograph is in perfect blue sharpie with a number 7 inscription. Matted and framed to 27x23, the frame has some wear, we can remove it upon request to save on shipping costs. There is a PSA DNA sticker on the back of the frame.

470  Mantle/Mays/Snider  9.5 ...................... 175
Very attractive display piece, offered is a fine looking 18x24 framed display. This is a very well rendered 1989 print of Mantle, Mays and Snider. Produced by an artist named Ricky Garcia, this is a limited edition piece (121/750) and is also signed by the artist. Mantle, Mays and Snider each signed on their image in blue sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.

471  Triple Crown Winners  8.5 ...................... 150
Classic Ron Lewis print, this is signed by all four pictured. Finely rendered image, the autographs of Mantle, Williams, Frank Robinson and Yaz are solid (Ron Lewis also signed this). Produced in 1988, the print itself measures 24x17 and this is nicely matted and framed to 31x25. JSA LOAA.

472  Williams, Ted Signed Ted Williams Tunnel Metal Sign  9 ...................... 200
Very, very unique Ted Williams items, this is something no one else will have! Offered is a metal 36x24 Ted Williams tunnel sign. This hefty sign is signed by Ted in silver sharpie ink. From an amazing autograph collection, this was one of our consignor’s very favorite items. JSA LOA (full).

473  Letter Thomson, Bobby  
(1982, great 1951 Home Run content)  9.5 ...................... 60
PSA slabbed, this is a fine looking 6x4 ALS. Dated February 4, 1982, the content is amazing as Thomson discusses his historic 1951 Home Run. This is a very special piece that describes in some detail one of the great moments in baseball history.

474  1942 All Star Game Signed Program (6 sigs) w/Mel Ott  ...................... 600
The 1942 All Star Game program is one of the scarcest and most desirable of the run. Missing from almost all All Star Game runs, this is a real treasure to advanced pub collectors. The program itself has a tight spine and a clean, colorful cover. The program is unscored and has been lightly folded at one time. In a great, great touch, six players signed the scorecard in Mint black period fountain pen ink. The autographs look terrific, and include Mel Ott, Mort Cooper (D’58), Bill Robinson, Walker Cooper, Tommy Brown and Jimmy Brown. There cannot be very many of these in existence! JSA LOAA.
Baseball Autographs

475 1969 All Star Program w/34 sigs incl. Mantle & Hodges 9 300
Very nice piece, this is a full 1969 All Star Game program. Vintage signed by 34 players, Gil Hodges and Pete Rose are on the cover. There are 16 HOFers present, the other signatures include Mantle, Koufax, Aaron, Mays, Seaver, Durocher, Bench, Yaz, both Robinsons, Santo, Cleon Jones, Carlton, Gibson and Banks. The program has typical general wear from handling, the autographs are in uniformly superb period black ballpoint ink. Very nice piece. JSA LOA (full).

476 1973 World Series Program w/55 signatures! 9 300
How is this for a comprehensively signed program? Offered is a truly remarkable 1973 World Series program, this has an amazing 55 different autographs! There are so many great things here, I love the page with all three Met broadcasters (Nelson, Kiner, Murphy), the A's signatures with Charlie Finley, Jackson, Hunter, Fingers and Deron Johnson, the many Mets including Seaver, Mays, Berra, Koosman, the Met executives with owner Donald Grant (you never see this) and Casey Stengel and finally the baseball execs with Bowie Kuhn, Chub Feeney and Joe Cronin. Someone had incredible access here, this is the most comprehensively signed World Series program that we have ever seen or heard of. Superb. JSA LOA (full).

477 Ott/Mize Signed 1947 Program 8.5 240
Nice piece, this is an unscored 1947 New York Giants home program. Played against the Cardinals, this is signed by the very popular Mel Ott (D'1958) and his fellow HOFer Johnny Mize. The cover has some chipping at the lower right corner but displays well overall, both signatures are in pencil, the Ott is particularly bold. JSA LOA (full).

478 Team Sheet 1934 Giants plus 1933 Giants Photo 9 350
Fine 1933-34 Giants display piece, this is smartly assembled. The piece contains a clean 1934 GPC with 15 strong signatures. The key is a superb Mel Ott, the other signatures include Hubbell, O'Doul, Fitzsimmons, Terry, Travis Jackson and Blondy Ryan (D'1959 at age 53). This is matted with a 1933 Giants 10x8 photo, it is signed by team HOFers Hubbell, Terry and Jackson. Nice item, total size 20x13. JSA LOA.

479 Team Sheet 1944 NL All Stars w/Mel Ott 9 350
Terrific piece, offered is something that you just never see. Signed on three 8.5 x 11 pages, these are all outstanding quality period fountain pen ink signatures. The HOFers are Mel Ott, an early Stan Musial, Joe Medwick and Billy Southworth. The other signatures include Cuban star Mike Gonzalez (D'77), Vince DiMaggio, Bob Elliott (D'66), Jim Tobin (D'69), Bucky Walters, Al Javery (D'77), Marty Marion and Fred Fitzsimmons (D'79). The value here as cuts is no doubt substantial, but we hope this stays intact in the hands of a collector. JSA LOA.
480  1969 Mets Imperial Sized Autograph Display
(41 sigs) .................................. 200
Checking in at a hefty 31 x 42, this is a terrific homage to the beloved 1969 Miracle Mets. There are a remarkable 41 different autographs on the piece! Very nicely presented, these are mainly 3x5s, Seaver is on a 1970 Topps card. The better autographs include a flowing Hodges on a 1969 postmarked envelope, the aforementioned Seaver, Ryan, Koonce, McGraw, Agee, Frisella (D’77), Berra, Bob Murphy, Kiner, Jones and Harrelson. This could well be the comprehensive collection of it’s kind in the hobby. Please note the frame itself has wear and can be replaced, the lot can be removed from the frame upon request to reduce shipping charges. PSA DNA (full).

482  DiMaggio, Joe 9.5 ..................... 500
The most classic signed Joe DiMaggio bat, these are always desirable. Offered is a perfectly clean model, this has a Mint blue sharpie ink signature. Ideal for display, the bat has a PSA DNA sticker (H55750) on the knob. Limited edition bat (1489/1941).

483  Williams, Ted 9.5 ..................... 150
Classic signed bat, this is a Ted Williams model. With a Green Diamond hologram, the bat offers a Mint blue sharpie ink signature. The bat has slight glue residue on the back from being in a framed display, this cannot be seen at all on the front and can probably be removed with care. JSA LOA (full).

Signed Bats

481  1998 Yankees Signed Bat w/Steinbrenner 9 ......... 150
Something you never see, offered is a 1998 Yankees black World Series collectors bat. The bat has eleven signatures in solid silver sharpie ink. The key to this is George Steinbrenner’s signature, something you rarely ever see on Yankee items from this era. The other autographs include Rivera, Torre, Gossage, Rivers, Cone, O’Neill, Sojo and Lloyd. There is lots of room to add signatures in the future here! JSA LOA (full).

Single Signed Balls

484  Dizzy Dean 7 ......................... 300
Classic and beloved HOFer, this is always a very popular single. Offered is a very clean ONL Giles model ball. Dizzy Dean signed and inscribed this to Michael in pleasing ballpoint ink. The signature is dated 1960, possibly in Dean’s hand. I like this as this is much earlier than most Dean singles that trade. JSA LOA Full.
Single Signed Balls

485  Hank Greenberg (vintage)  7 ....................... 400
Desirable Hank Greenberg single, this is vintage signed and dated Oct 7, 1946. The ball is a toned ball with an extensive inscription that fills an entire panel. The autograph is in fountain pen ink and displays well. True vintage Greenberg singles are quite scarce and completely undervalued in today’s market. PSA DNA (full).

486   Gil Hodges*  9 ....................... 200
100% displayable as a single, this is a really nice signature. Signed on a clean period Babe Ruth League ball, two lesser 1960s Washington Senators singles are on the opposite side. JSA LOA (full).

487  Michael Jordan (UDA)  9 ....................... 100
In the original box with the UDA paperwork, these are always tremendously popular among collectors. The signature has no breaks and is in blue ballpoint ink on the sweet spot, the ball itself is perfectly clean. Our consignor paid $239 for this in 2005, do you think he can make any money?

488   Mickey Mantle  9 (OAL Brown) ............ 225
Fine looking Mantle single, this one is really nice. The ball is white and clean, this has a flawless blue ballpoint ink signature on the sweet spot. JSA LOA (full).

489   Billy Martin  9.5 (OAL Brown, Yankees, superb) ............ 150
Absolutely stunning condition Billy Martin single, truly the finest that we have ever seen. This came from a collection of a friend of a former Yankee player. The ball is a Mint OAL Brown model in the original box. It is signed Billy Martin Yankees in huge blue ballpoint ink on the sweet spot. A beloved and always controversial Yankee, Billy died in 1989 and is always a desirable single, but the condition and inscription sets this apart from the others! JSA LOA (full).

490   Casey Stengel  Beckett 9 ............. 350
Graded Mint 9 by Beckett, this is a truly pristine Casey Stengel single. The ball is a spotless DeBeer and Sons Major League model. Casey signed and inscribed a side panel to Arthur, the signature and inscription are perfect. Beckett LOA (full).

491   David Wright (lot of 12)  9.5 .................... 200
Immaculate lot of David Wright singles, these are always popular. Each has a Locker Room hologram and LOA card. JSA LOAA.
Baseball Autographs

**492** 2013 and 2018 Red Sox World Series Ball Lot
(35 pcs) .......................... 150
Good lot for a big Red Sox collector or dealer, these are never cheap or easy to find as singles. Mainly 2013 World Series balls, the lot includes: Bogaerts (3), Bradley Jr (2), Dombrowski, Ellsbury, Eovaldi, Kimbrel, Lackey, JD Martinez (2), Peavy, Price, Sale and Victorino. Most of these have Steiner or other LOA stickers.

**493** Collection of 24 star signed baseballs .......................... 150
Good lot, there is no junk here, most of these have JSA, PSA or other desirable LOA stickers. The balls are quite clean, the content is as follows: Edgardo Alfonso, Dusty Baker, Vida Blue, Bruce Bochy, Chris Brown, Lew Burdette, Jack Fisher, Pedro Guerrero, Frank Howard (2), Andruw Jones, Tug McGraw, Mark McGwire, Dave Parker, Joe Rudi, John Santana (2), Rusty Staub, Dave Stewart, Birdie Tebbetts, Bobby Thomson and Maury Wills.

**494** Collection of 29 Red Sox HOFers/Stars
w/strong content .......................... 150
Solid lot with many quality stars, most of these have JSA, PSA or stickers. The condition is clean, the fine content includes: Lou Boudreau, Orlando Cepeda, Roger Clemens, Dom DiMaggio, Bobby Doerr, Dennis Eckersley, Rick Ferrell, Carlton Fisk, Ferguson Jenkins (3), George Kell, Jon Lester, Jim Lonborg (2, 1 w/Mantle inscription), Juan Marichal, Jonathan Papelbon, Dustin Pedroia, Manny Ramirez, Jim Rice, Curt Schilling, Mo Vaughn and Carl Yastrzemski.

**495** Large Red Sox Single Signed Ball Collection
(90 pcs) .......................... 150
This is a fully loaded tub of Red Sox singles. The balls should be quite clean overall, everyone is neatly identified on the box. Several have authentication stickers, there should be no issues with this lot in terms of authenticity. There is very little duplication, nearly everything should be on an official ball. The players have a heavy concentration from the late 1980s forward but some 1950s Red Sox players are in here as well. These better balls come in the lot: Baylor, Burks (2), Canseco, Cone, Conley, Dawson (2), Harrelson, K. Mitchell, Lee Smith, Lowe, Nomo, Reese, Saberhagen, Viola, Wells (2), Dick Williams and Earl Wilson.

**496** 50 signed baseballs w/some stars .......................... 225
Nice lot of signed signed balls, these are all recognizable players with a fair number of stars. High grade overall lot, just about everything should be on an official ball and not personalized, all are neatly identified in cubes. The content includes: Blue, Cey, Dawson, Erskine, Dw. Evans, Garvey, Greenwell, Kell, Lolich, McGriff, Podres, Sax and Sutton. JSA LOAA.

**497** 50 signed baseballs w/some stars .......................... 270
Nice lot of signed signed balls, these are all recognizable players with a fair number of stars. High grade overall lot, just about everything should be on an official ball and not personalized, all are neatly identified in cubes. The content includes: Bonilla, Craig, Dempsey (WS MVP), Dykstra, Face, Franks, Friend, Guidry, Henrich, John, Larkin (slight bleed), McDougald, McReynolds, Nettles, Pepitone, Perry, Sheffield, Tresh and Ventura. JSA LOAA.
Baseball Autographs

498 2004 Red Sox Very Comprehensive Run of 40 Signed Baseballs  9.5 .................... 300
One of the great moments in contemporary baseball history, this team will be revered for the foreseeable future. Offered are 40 spotless 2004 World Series model balls, this was a real passion project for our consignor, a big Red Sox fan. Many balls have Steiner or other holograms. The depth of this run is amazing, with note to: Damon, Epstein, Francona, Francona w/coaching staff, John Henry, Larry Lucchino, Lowe, Pedro Martinez, Mueller, Ortiz, Ramirez, Schilling, Varitek, Wakefield, Werner and Youkilis.

Multi-Signed Balls

500 500 Home Run Club  9 ....................... 200
Nice ball, this one is different than others that trade as Willie McCovey got the sweet spot. The ball is a clean ONL Feeney model, this was likely signed in the mid-1980s, before the famed 1989 show, making it somewhat unique. The autographs include Mantle, Williams, Mays, Aaron, Schmidt, Banks, Jackson and Mathews. I like the earlier style of these signatures, neat ball. PSA DNA (full).

499 1930s Yankees/Athletics with Ruth & Gehrig  5 ..... 500
Possibly signed at the 1930 World Series, this is a heavily toned multi-colored stitched OAL Barnard model ball. There are 14 signatures according to the JSA letter. There are an amazing nine HOFers of the fourteen autographs! The HOFers and darkness of their autograph is as follows: Ruth (5), Gehrig (4-5), Eddie Collins (7), Foxx (8), Faber (5), Simmons (6), Grove (7, on sweet spot), Lyons (4) and the Huggins is extremely hard to discern. Great ball given the incredible star power, this should be an extremely popular lot. JSA LOA (full).

501 Koufax/Drysdale  9 ......................... 150
Hot ball, these have been really hard to find in recent years. The ball is an ONL White model, the signatures are particularly bold and impressive. Sandy is on the sweet spot, Don the south panel, you will not find bolder signatures than this on a Koufax/Drysdale ball. JSA LOA (full).

502 Mantle, Mays & Snider  9 (OAL Brown) 125
Classic signed baseball, the star power here is significant. Lightly toned ball, the autographs of these three 1950s New York HOFers all look great. JSA LOA (full).
Baseball Autographs

Team Balls

503  1933 Cubs Team Ball  8.............. 250
Beautiful ball, this came from the family of a team member. The ball is an evenly toned and lightly clear-coated ONL Heydler ball from the early 1930s. There are 22 solid and consistent period ink signatures, 33 is written on the ball in period ink. The better signatures include HOFers Gabby Hartnett, Kiki Cuyler (D’1950) and Billy Herman, Pat Malone (D’1943 at age 40), Frank Demaree (D’58), Charlie Grimm, Riggs Stephenson, Lon Warneke and Babe Herman. Nice ball. JSA LOA (full).

504  Circa 1934 Red Sox w/bold Foxx on sweet spot ............... 175
Interesting ball, this OAL Harridge model has over 10 signatures. The key to this ball is a bold and large Jimmie Foxx signature on the sweet spot. Foxx signed this in large black fountain pen ink. The signatures are of Red Sox and Athletic players. The other autographs include Moss, Cramer, Porter, Thomas, Earle Mack and Pinky Higgins. JSA LOA (full).

505  1934 Red Sox Team Ball  6.............. 150
Heavily toned official ball, this is filled with 28 signatures. The autographs are very solid overall and display well. The better signatures are Grove, Pennock, both Ferrell Brothers, Bishop, Ostermueller (D’1957), Walberg, Welch (D’1940) and Cissell (D’1949). PSA DNA (full).

506  1937 Giants Team Ball  8.............. 250
Nice item, this is a 1937 NL Champion New York Giants team ball. Clear-coated for protection, there are 22 fairly solid blank ink signatures. The key here is 500 Home Run club member and HOFer Mel Ott (D’1958). The other signatures include his fellow HOFer Carl Hubbell, Adolfo Luque (D’58), Jimmy Ripple (D’59), Bartell, Schumacher, Don Brennan (D’53), Frank Snyder (D’62) and Blondy Ryan (D’59). Good ball. JSA LOAA.

507  1937 Red Sox Team Ball w/5 HOFers and Moe Berg  7.............. 150
Nice ball, this is a lightly toned OAL Harridge ball. There are 23 solid and consistent black ink autographs. Fine content, the ball includes a bold Jimmie Foxx, Moe Berg, Herb Pennock (D’1948), Lefty Grove, Joe Cronin, Bing Miller, a very early Bobby Doerr and Eric McNair (D’1949). JSA LOA Full.

508  1938 Red Sox Team Ball w/Foxx & Grove  4 ... 100
Rough ball has about 10 legible signatures. Fortunately, these signatures include legendary HOFers Jimmie Foxx and Lefty Grove. Affordable 1930s team ball, the other signatures include Bobby Doerr and Roger Cramer. JSA LOAA.

509  1939 Red Sox Team Ball w/Rookie Ted Williams  5.......... 300
Ted Williams's 1939 season was one of the greatest Rookie seasons in all of baseball history. Ted did not stop there of course, but anything from Ted signed in 1939 is very desirable. This is a ball that is revered by Red Sox collectors and hardly ever comes to market. Offered is a light but clean OAL Harridge ball, there are 23 signatures, some of which are difficult to discern. Fortunately the beautiful Rookie Ted Williams signature is one of the nicest on the ball. There is also a very nice Lefty Grove on the sweet spot and signatures from Moe Berg, Bobby Doerr and Joe Cronin. JSA LOA (full).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1940 Red Sox Team Ball</th>
<th>1941 Red Sox Team Ball</th>
<th>1942 Giants Team Ball w/Ott</th>
<th>1942 Red Sox Team Ball</th>
<th>1943 Red Sox Team Ball</th>
<th>1944 Red Sox Team Ball</th>
<th>1946 Red Sox Team Ball</th>
<th>1949 Red Sox Team Ball</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rough ball but the content more than makes up for it! Offered is an OAL Harridge ball that likely saw some game use. There are 24 signatures. The key is a very bold Ted Williams signature from only his second season. The other better autographs are Jimmie Foxx, Lefty Grove, Joe Cronin, Moe Berg, Dom DiMaggio and Bobby Doerr. PSA DNA (full).</td>
<td>Rare ball from one of the great seasons in baseball history, this was of course Ted’s .406 season. Lower grade ball, this OAL Harridge model has 26 generally extremely light signatures. The keys include four HOFers: Williams, Foxx, Grove and Doerr. The other signatures include Moe Berg, Wilson, Tabor, Spence and Daly. JSA LOA (full).</td>
<td>Elusive team ball, offered is a pleasing but not perfect ONL Giles model. Headlined by a very solid Mel Ott at the top of one panel, there are 22 signatures that vary in darkness. The other signatures include HOFers Hubbell and Mize, Schumacher, Harry Feldman (D’62), Mungo, Bartell, Maynard and Adams. JSA LOAA.</td>
<td>Very scarce ball, these hardly ever come to market. Offered is a mildly toned and lightly clear-coated OAL Harridge model ball. There are only 12 signatures but they happen to be really nice. The autographs include high quality signatures from Ted Williams and Jimmie Foxx. The other signatures include Doerr, Hughson, Wagner, Pesky, Tabor and Pete Fox. JSA LOA (full).</td>
<td>Rare wartime ball, I cannot remember the last time we saw one of these. The condition is remarkably nice for a ball from this era. The ball is a clean Amateur League model with 22 pleasing period black ink signatures. The keys here are a rare Ted Williams from during World War Two, Al Simmons, Jim Tabor, Bill Conroy, Joe Cronin, Johnny Pesky and Bobby Doerr. This may have been signed at some type of benefit game or fundraiser for the war as Ted was active in World War Two and has no official at bats in 1943, Al Simmons’s signature makes this a 1943. Very interesting and unusual ball. JSA LOA (full).</td>
<td>Rare wartime ball, this is really nice for a team ball from this era. The offered ball is a pleasing off-white Official 97 League model, Boston Red Sox June 1944 is written in period ink on the ball. There are 23 pleasing, consistent and attractive blue ballpoint ink signatures. The autographs include Cronin, Doerr, Fox, Terry, Wagner, Peacock and Hughson. PSA DNA (full).</td>
<td>Attractive Harwood Official League ball, 1946 is written in period ink on the ball. There are 21 slightly light but still pleasing signatures. Scarce and desirable, this was Ted Williams only appearance in the World Series. Ted is on the sweet spot, the other signatures include Cronin, Hughson, Bagby, Wilson, Doerr, Pesky, Daly, Woodall and Wagner. JSA LOA (full).</td>
<td>Pleasing ball has 23 signatures. The ball is a lightly toned OAL Harridge model. The signatures include Ted Williams on the sweet spot, Combs, DiMaggio, Parnell, Doerr, Stephens, Pesky and Goodman. Quality team lost to the Yankees in a run-off series, this is a desirable and elusive Red Sox team ball. PSA DNA (full).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseball Autographs
Baseball Autographs

519  1953 Red Sox
Team Ball w/real Ted Williams  8......................... 60
Evenly toned OAL Harridge ball, this has 24 consistent and solid blue ink signatures. The autographs include a real Ted Williams on the sweet spot, Goodman, Parnell, Zarilla and Bolling. Please note Boudreau and McDermott are clubhouse. JSA LOA (full).

520  1956 World Series Signed Ball
w/Jackie Robinson & Mickey Mantle   6 ................. 500
Great ball, offered is a lightly toned OAL Harridge model. World Series 1956 is written in bold blue ink on the bottom of one panel. A historic ball as it pairs Jackie Robinson with Mickey Mantle in the final World Series in which they played together. The ball has eleven fairly consistent and pleasing if not perfect period blue ballpoint ink signatures, including an amazing eight HOFers! In addition to Mantle and Robinson, the ball has been signed by Alston, Berra, Kucks, Larsen, Maglie, Reese, Slaughter, Snider and Stengel. This is almost certainly a unique ball. PSA DNA (full).

521  1958 Red Sox Team Ball
w/real Ted Williams  8 .................. 60
Mildly toned OAL Harridge ball, there are 24 terrific blue ballpoint ink signatures. This has a great Ted Williams autograph on the sweet spot, the other signatures include Mike Higgins, Jackie Jensen, Frank Malzone and Tom Brown. BOSTON-1958 is written in period ink at the top one panel. This is a gorgeous and superior 1950s team ball, as it is so hard to find a real Ted Williams on a 1950s Red Sox ball. Nice piece. PSA DNA (full).

522  1959 Red Sox Team Ball
w/real Ted Williams  8.5 .......................... 75
Beautiful example of a very elusive ball, we hardly ever see these. Offered is a super clean OAL Harridge model ball with 29 terrific signatures. The keys are Ted Williams from the penultimate season of his career, Runnels, Jensen, Malzone, Higgins and York. PSA DNA (full).

523  1960 Yankees Team Ball  7 ....................... 150
Desirable AL Championship team ball, this one is nice as it has no clubhouse signatures, which is very unusual. The offered ball is a lightly toned OAL Cronin ball with some stray spotting. There are 28 total signatures, they tend to be in consistent blue ballpoint ink. We all know the keys here: Mantle, Berra, Maris, Ford (2x), a real Stengel which is rare, Howard, Richardson and Kubek. JSA LOA (full).

524  1961 Yankees Team Ball w/real Maris  7.5 ...... 300
Vital team ball, the examples with a real Mantle are rare and can run a fortune. Offered is literally the next best thing, a clean ball with just Mickey as clubhouse. The ball is an off-white Spalding Yankees model. There are 25 reasonably consistent blue ballpoint ink signatures. The keys here are a large real Maris from his ultimate season, Berra, Ford, E. Howard, Kubek, Richardson, Skowron and Boyer. JSA LOA (full).

525  1966 Yankees Team Ball
w/real Mantle & Maris  7 ....................... 240
From the collection of Ralph Houk, this is a mildly toned OAL Cronin model ball. These are very scarce with a real Mantle. The ball has 26 reasonably pleasing and consistent period blue ink signatures. In addition to the rare authentic Mantle, this ball offers a real Maris, Ford, Elston Howard, Houk, White, Downing and Richardson. JSA LOA (full).

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 8 PM EST for Wednesday June 9th.
526  1980 - 1995 St. Louis Cardinals Lot of 5  8........ 100
Nice lot of mid to better grade Cardinals team balls, these average about 25 sigs each and are on official balls. The years are as follows: 1980, 1984, 1986, 1988 and 1995. We will have pictures of all of the sides of each ball on our website.
JSA LOAA.

527  1987 Twins Team Ball  9.........................240
Popular Championship team ball, this fun team beat the favored Cardinals to win the title. Offered is a clean OAL Brown model ball with 28 signatures. The autographs are a consistent 8-9/10 overall to our eyes. The keys here are Puckett, Reardon, Blyleven, Viola, Carlton, Hrbek, Brunansky, Gaetti and Oliva. Good ball. JSA LOA (full).

528  2004 Red Sox Team Ball  9.5......................200
One of the ultimate World Championship teams, these are of course always desirable. Presented in a terrific custom display, this spotless 2004 World Series ball is a limited edition (195/304) model. There are 22 total signatures, with Pedro Martinez, Manny Ramirez, Schilling, Damon, Varitek, Arroyo, Reese and Lowe. This has Tristar and MLB holograms. JSA LOA (full).

529  2007 Red Sox Team Ball  9......................150
Very limited edition 2007 World Series signed ball (202/275), this is a Championship team ball. The ball is clean, there are 24 strong blue ballpoint ink signatures. The ball has an MLB holo and a Steiner LOA card. The signatures include Ortiz, Ramirez, Papelbon, Lowell and Varitek.

530  2013 Boston Red Sox Team Ball (World Championship)  9..................150
Clean 2013 World Series model ball, this has MLB authentication. Extremely limited edition ball (4/100), there are 20 signatures, some have very slight wear. The autographs include Ortiz, Bogaerts, Farrell, Pedroia, Ross, Lackey, Peavy and Buchholz. JSA LOAA.
Historical Autographs

Presidential Autographs

531 Monroe, James Signed Document 8..................... 240
Offered a 15 x 9.5 Land Grand signed by Monroe as President. This grants a Charles Little of Livingston County, New York 71 acres in Michigan. The Presidential seal has a crack, there is some general wear, the Monroe autograph is very solid and fine. JSA LOA Full.

532 Pierce, Franklin Three-Page ALS (Civil War period) 9....................... 400
One of the most elusive Presidential signatures, these are missing from most collections. Offered is a three-page ALS that is dated July 31, 1863. The letter has some chipping and tape reinforcements in the center. However, the autograph and all of the writing is not affected at all. The letter is written to a former U.S. Congressman from Maine (Francis Ormand Jonathan Smith). The content discusses the retirement of the President of Dartmouth University and some personal details. D’1869. JSA LOA Full.

533 Garfield, James Signature Display 9....................... 175
Nice item, Garfield is among the toughest Presidential signatures. Offered is a nicely framed 2x5 cut. This has a signature and inscription, there is a fold line, but this still displays well. With a nice engraved image, good display item. JSA LOA (full).

534 Lincoln, AbrahamUnsigned 1864 Original Document .................................. 50
Eminently affordable Lincoln item, this is from 1864 and measures 16x13. Awarded to a Lewis Moore, this has some general wear but displays well, the signatures of Stanton and Lincoln are both printed.

535 Impeachment Display (Johnson/Clinton) 9.......... 100
Such a topical item for our current era, this is a grand 22x22 museum quality display. The lot consists of an Andrew Johnson August 1, 1868 cut signature and a Bill Clinton PSA slabbed cut. Even better, PSA slabbed tickets from both impeachment trials are just above. There are images of both Johnson and Clinton at the top. Very creative and comprehensive display, this looks great. JSA LOAA.

536 Photo Cleveland, Grover 9....................... 200
Nice item, this is a well preserved 4x5 bust shot of President Grover Cleveland. Signed in jet black period ink, the signature is perfect. Nicely matted and framed, this looks terrific. JSA LOA (full).

537 Letter McKinley, William (framed w/image) 9...... 240
Fine McKinley TLS, this was written during the 1896 Presidential campaign. Dated July 25, 1896 on his personal letterhead, he thanks a supporter for his campaign suggestions. Signed boldly in fountain pen ink, this handsome letter measures 5.5 x 8.25 and is matted and framed with a large period engraving. Solid composition, total size 17x14. JSA LOAA.

538 Photo Hoover, Herbert 9....................... 100
Spotless 8x10 image of Herbert Hoover, this is a fine looking b/w portrait. Signed and inscribed by Hoover, this has a long inscription with lots of writing, the autograph is very solid. Framed. JSA LOA (full).

539 Letter FDR 9....................... 150
Attractive TLS on NY State Governor letterhead, this is dated 12/7/1932. FDR was President-elect when he signed the letter. Nice letter is written to a supporter, this has a large and flowing fountain pen ink signature. Please note some damage was repaired by the upper right corner of the letter, far away from the signature. JSA LOA (full).

540 Letter FDR 9....................... 200
Spotless FDR TLS on better stock, this is dated April 18, 1940 on White House letterhead. Strikingly clean and fine, FDR writes this to a Senator King, the content relates to a political recommendation. Signed fully Franklin Roosevelt at the close, this is a terrific flowing dark fountain pen ink signature. JSA LOA (full).

541 Document Truman, Harry (as President) 9.5........... 25
Handsomely framed 1951 Presidential document, this appoints a Postmaster in Kansas. Signed boldly by Truman, total size 22x18. JSA LOAA.

542 Letter Truman, Harry (as President) 9.5............ 100
Truman letters are common but not on White House letterhead. Offered is a short note from November 12, 1948. Written to a General Booth, Truman thanks the general for his film message. Signed in flowing blue fountain pen ink, the signature looks terrific. JSA LOA (full).
543 Eisenhower, Dwight Signed/Framed Letter 9.5...... 200
Great presentation, offered is a Mint 1955 TLS on White
House letterhead. Signed by Ike in particularly bold and fine
black ink, the signature could not be any nicer. The content
relates to Hans Christian Anderen's Fairy Tales and show-
cases the very warm side of Ike's personality. Framed with
a classic portrait image, total size 18x13, this looks terrific.
JSA LOAA.

544 Document Nixon, Richard (Ralph Houk appointment)
- Secretarial Nixon ........................................ 20

545 Nixon, Richard Signed Time Magazine 9.5.............. 50
Time Magazine cover from 1990, Nixon signed this in large
and bold blue sharpie ink. Uncommon Nixon signed flat.
JSA LOA (full).

546 Ford, Gerald Signed Document .......................... 120
Scarcie item, Ford Presidential documents do not come
around very often. Offered is an immaculate and beautiful-
ly preserved 23x19 document. Signed by Ford and Henry
Kissinger, you have to love the huge Presidential seal. This
appoints famed coach Bud Wilkinson to a Presidential
Commission on Olympic sports. The Ford and Kissinger
signatures are perfectly bold and flawless. JSA LOAA.

547 3 x 5 Bush, George W. 9.5...................... 20
Signed at a 2000 Presidential campaign event, this is matted
and framed with an 8x10 photo from the event. Bush signed
this with a nice inscription. JSA LOAA.

548 1865 Death of Lincoln Full Newspaper ................. 50
Offered is a huge The Evening Post newspaper from April
18, 1865. This is a New York paper, the headline, shockingly
small given the importance, reads THE DEATH OF THE
PRESIDENT. The paper published a sermon to Lincoln and
much more on this page. Professionally matted and frame,
this checks in at a hefty 29x36.

549 1948 Dewey Defeats Truman Newspaper............. 100
One of the great Presidential images of the 20th century,
Harry Truman was predicted to lose his 1948 Presidential
campaign by all of the pollsters. Truman rallied to defeat
NY State Governor Thomas Dewey. One newspaper in the
entire country, the Chicago Daily Tribune, jumped the gun
and printed the newspaper with Dewey as the victor. Very
scarce, these are treasured by collectors. Offered is an admit-
tedly low grade example, this has chipping in various places,
general wear and may have been separated at one point.
Despite these flaws, the banner is perfectly vibrant and clean
and looks great. Smartly framed, this has a perfect antique
feel to it, total size 21x27.

550 Allon, Yigal Framed Postcard Size Photo 9.............. 20
Important Israeli politician and military figure, he died in
1980. JSA LOAA.

552 Letter Balfour, Arthur Framed ALS 9.5............ 100
Famed British foreign minister and prime minister (1948-
1930), he is perhaps best known for his Balfour Declaration
that paved the way for the creation of Israel. Offered is a
perfectly clean ALS from 1892, this is an a museum quality
framed display with a postcard of Balfour. Total size 19x17.
JSA LOAA.
551 8 x 10 Armstrong, Neil 9.5 ............... 150
Lovely photo, this is a fine looking color image of the legendary Neil Armstrong on a golf course. Likely taken in the 1980s, this is high quality photography. Everyone’s favorite moonwalker signed this in bold and flowing blue sharpie ink. Nicely matted and framed, total size 18x16. JSA LOA (full).

553 Ben-Gurion, David Framed Display 9.5 .......... 75
Large format Israeli postal cachet from 1956, this is smartly matted with a large 8x10 image. Ben-Gurion is about to swim in a pool in 1963, this is a very evocative piece. Total size 15x24. JSA LOAA.

554 Letter Brandeis, Louis ALS (JSA LOAA) ............ 30

555 Cut Byrnes, James 9 ............... 20
Handsome cut on business card stock, this has a fine looking black ink signature. An interesting person, Byrnes was from South Carolina and served in all three branches of government. D’72. JSA LOAA.

556 Letter Cardozo, Benjamin ALS 9.5 ........... 50
Important Supreme Court justice, this is a very interesting three-page ALS. Written to a Doctor Harry Huriarty, Cardozo questions the propriety of him appearing at an event in Washington, DC. Cardozo has nice handwriting and is a great intellect, this letter nicely traces his thought process. Smartly presented in a double-sided frame, this has a large and terrific signature. JSA LOAA.

557 Check Carter, Rosalyn Carter Signed 1960 Check (JSA LOAA) 8.5 .......... 15

558 Photo Dayan, Moshe 9 .............. 25
Postcard size photo of the famed Dayan, this is neatly signed in purple ink by the bottom border. D’81. JSA LOAA.

559 Disraeli, Benjamin Free Frank 9.5 .......... 100
Influential 19th century British Prime Minister (1804-1881), a favorite of Queen Victoria. The first and only Jewish British Prime Minister, this is a desirable autograph. Strong signature signed at the Isle of Wright, this is presented in a handsome double-sided frame with an image of Disraeli. Total size 11x17. JSA LOAA.

560 Frankfurter, Felix ALS on Supreme Court Card 9.5 ........... 50
Dated 1959, the vital Frankfurter pens an entire Supreme Court card. The content is warm and relates to a mutual friend. D’1965. JSA LOA (full).

561 Cut George, David Lloyd 9 ............... 20
Important British Prime Minister, this is a fine black ink cut on better stock, it is dated October 25, 1923. PSA slabbed.

562 Cachet Ginsburg, Ruth Bader 9.5 ............ 25
Beloved Supreme Court Justice, she is a very desirable autograph. Offered is a signed postal cachet from 1978 of Oliver Wendell Holmes, Ginsburg signed this in bold black ink. Framed. JSA LOAA.
**563** 8 x 10  Glenn, John (pers.) (Beckett LOA (full))  9.5 ..........  25

**564** Goldberg, Arthur Governor Campaign Press Pass (framed) (JSA LOAA)  9 ..........  20

**565** 8 x 10  Hillary, Edmund  9 ..........  25
This is a classic image of Hillary climbing Mount Everest. Framed, this has a terrific black sharpie ink signature. JSA LOAA.

**566** Photo  Hussein/Rabin  9.5 ..........  50
Beautiful and poignant 7x5 image of the King of Jordan and the Israeli Prime Minister. This is signed by both leaders in strong ink, the autographs are tremendous. Framed. JSA LOAA.

**567** 8 x 10  Kissinger, Henry (framed) (JSA LOA (card)  9.5 ..........  20

**568** MacArthur, Douglas & Jean  9 ..........  60
Autograph album page from the 1940s, the front is signed by Douglas and Jean MacArthur. This has a nice inscription, Thanks for such a grand banquet! (this was signed for a chef). The back is signed by actress Linda Darnell. JSA LOAA.

**569** Letter  Meir, Golda  9.5 ..........  50
Clean TLS from 1953, this is written as Secretary of Labor in 1953. The signature looks great, this is of course in Hebrew, it is matted and framed with a nice larger photo. Total size 20x16. JSA LOAA.

**570** Cut  Montefiore, Moses  9 ..........  25
Influential 19th century banker and philanthropist, he died in 1885. Offered is a gorgeous large cut, nicely matted and framed with an image. Total size 11x14. JSA LOAA.

**571** Murphy, Frank Signed Supreme Court Card  9 .........  50
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine flowing dark fountain pen ink signature. Justice Murphy served on the Supreme Court from 1940 to 1949. An important justice, he was the Mayor of Detroit and denounced the internment of Japanese Americans during World War Two. Murphy sadly died in 1949 at only age 59, this is a desirable autograph. JSA LOAA.

**572** Cut  Paddock, Charles W. (Chariots of Fire) 9 ..... 225
A fascinating person, Charles W. Paddock was the winner of the 1920 and 1924 Olympic gold medals and was the first athlete to be deemed the fastest man alive. Played by actor Dennis Christopher in Chariots of Fire, the 1981 classic film, Paddock died in 1943 in a plane crash near Alaska at only age 43. Offered is a superb quality 5x3 cut, it is signed Charles W. Paddock Pasadena, California in black black fountain pen ink. Rarely offered for sale, the last example was inferior to this and sold for $1,000. A 1935 card comes with the lot. JSA LOA (full).

**573** Photo  Rabin, Yitzhak  9 ..........  25
Framed 5x7 b/w portrait of this important Israeli leader who was assassinated in 1995; signed and inscribed in bold black ink, this displays well. JSA LOAA.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>574</td>
<td>Letter Rickover, Hyman</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clean TLS from 1957, this is on US Atomic Energy Commission letterhead. Content relates to an invitation for a science center preview, Rickover signed this in perfect black ink. Rickover is known as the Father of the Nuclear Navy and died in 1986. JSA LOAA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>575</td>
<td>Ride, Sally Framed Display</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beloved astronaut, the first female astronaut in space. Offered is a 1983 Botswana postal envelope, signed by Ride in bold blue ballpoint ink. This is very nicely framed with a color photo. Total size 11x17. JSA LOAA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>576</td>
<td>Photo Roosevelt, Eleanor</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fine early Eleanor Roosevelt signed photo, this is extensively inscribed and dated 1926. Attractive image of a young Eleanor, this 6x8 portrait has wear in one spot and looks terrific. JSA LOA (full).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>577</td>
<td>Salk, Jonah Superb Framed Display</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terrific display piece, this has an outstanding larger image of Salk in his laboratory. Matted and framed with a huge signed quotation from 1958, this is a real conversation stopper. Total size 15x19. Salk developed the Polio vaccine, oh how the world could use him now! JSA LOAA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>578</td>
<td>Cut Smith, Al (framed)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fine cut of this important 1928 Democratic nominee for President, the first Catholic in the U.S. to rise to high in politics. Matted with two images, the signature looks great. D’1944. JSA LOA (full).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>579</td>
<td>Trio of Signed Time Magazine Covers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lot of signed Time Magazine covers, each has a JSA or PSA sticker. The content is as follows: Dulles (3/3/1955), Galbraith/Kennan/Reischauer and H. Humphrey (9/4/64). The covers exhibit typical wear, these are vintage signatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>Letter Weizmann, Chaim</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Great presentation, this is a 1938 TLS from this individual who was vital to the creation of Israel. Signed in bold blue ink, this is matted with a fine looking b/w photo. Total size 21x17. JSA LOA (full).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>581</td>
<td>Judaica Autograph and Display Collection (10 pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box lot of Judaica, everything will be pictured on our website. The content includes: Abba Eban 8x10, Ira Gershwin signed Playbill, Ehud Olmert signed photo (JSA sticker), Itzhak Perlman signed record, Yitzhak Shamir signed photo and Elie Wiesel signed magazine. JSA LOAA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>582</td>
<td>Framed Vintage Newspaper Lot (10-20 pcs)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lot of nicely framed historical newspapers, this is a heavy box, the buyer must arrange shipping or pick up the lot. Nice lot if you have a wall to fill, the newspapers include the JFK Assassination, death of FDR and much more. There are sports newspaper pages as well.
584 Berlin, Irving .................................. 30
Signed and inscribed in bold blue fountain pen ink, this is from the 1940s. JSA LOAA.

585 Bogart, Humphrey 9 ......................... 120
Perhaps the ultimate movie star, Bogie sadly died in 1957 at only age 57, his autograph is scarce. Signed in the 1940s to an amazing autograph collector, this is a single signed autograph album page. Inscribed to a chef named Andre, this is a large and fine blue ballpoint ink signature. JSA LOAA.

587 Chaplin, Charlie (w/Hank Greenberg on back!) 9 .. 120
How is this for a neat autograph album page? Signed in the 1940s, the front is signed by famed film star Charlie Chaplin in black fountain pen ink. The back has a desirable 1940s Hank Greenberg signature and inscription. Very, very cool piece. JSA LOAA.

591 Gable, Clark 9 ......................... 45
Beautiful signature in flowing fountain pen ink, this is inscribed to Andre. Famed star of Gone With The Wind, Gable died in 1960 at age 59 and is always a very desirable autograph. JSA LOAA.

595 January, Lois 9 ......................... 30
A munchkin from The Wizard of Oz, this was signed and inscribed in 1942. JSA LOAA.

596 Jolson/Keeler 8 ......................... 100
Terrific piece, this is an autograph album page from 1933. Signed by Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler at the time, both signatures are in pencil. This is matted and framed with a beautiful 8x10 of this pair. Jolson died in 1950 and his fame continues to this day; he is always a very desirable autograph. Total size 16x19, this looks great. JSA LOAA (full).

598 Lahr, Bert 9 ......................... 45
The Lion from The Wizard of Oz, Lahr died in 1967 and is a difficult autograph to find. Offered is a fine 1940s inscribed signature, Pat O’Brien signed the back. JSA LOAA.

599 Laurel, Stan 8 ......................... 50
Entertainment immortal, this has a large black fountain pen ink signature. The autograph is single signed on a period autograph album page. The page has some general wear, Joe E. Brown signed the reverse. JSA LOA (full).

600 Lloyd, Harold 9 ......................... 45
Famed 1930s movie star, this is a fine signature and in a great touch, Lloyd sketched his signature glasses. D’71. JSA LOAA.

601 McCracken, Joan 9.5 ...................... 15
1940s broadway actress and dancer, she was in the original Oklahoma. D’1961 at age 43. JSA LOAA.

603 O’Hara, John 9 ......................... 45
Very popular author, he wrote many novels and short stories including Butterfield 8. D’1970, his autograph lists for $155 in the Sanders guide. JSA LOAA.
Entertainment Autographs

Signed 8x10s

612 Cantor, Eddie 9.5................. 25
Desirable photo, these list for $177 in the Sanders guide. Famed entertainer, he died in 1964. Offered is a nicely framed 8x10 portrait image; sepia toned, this has a spotless signature and inscription. JSA LOA.

616 Dangerfield, Rodney 9.5............... 20
Publicity still from Easy Money, the signature is large and perfect. JSA LOA.

625 Montand, Yves 9.5.................... 35
Attractive 7x9 publicity still, signed in bold black ink in a perfect spot on the image. JSA LOA.

626 Moore, Colleen 9...................... 35
Great looking sepia image, 7 1/2 x 10. Signed and inscribed in solid black sharpie ink, JSA LOA.

628 Morgan, Helen 9...................... 30
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first Julie in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed and in flowing blue ink. D’41. JSA LOA.

632 Radcliffe, Daniel (Harry Potter image) 9.5........... 40
Fun piece, this has a bold and flowing black sharpie ink signature. JSA LOA (card).

635 Seinfeld, Jerry 9.5.................... 25
Nicely matted and framed, this attractive portrait image has a huge black sharpie ink signature and a PSA DNA sticker.

610 Terrific Autograph Album (83 sigs) 9.............. 240
The best autograph album that we have ever seen, this had Babe Ruth, Elizabeth Taylor, Frank Sinatra and Humphrey Bogart (all offered in this auction as single lots). Obtained by a chef named Andre in the 1940s and early 1950s, the book still has some very nice content and very possibly some buried treasure. These are beautiful fountain pen signatures, all back to back. Many are inscribed, the still very fine content includes: Gracie Allen, Talullah Bankhead, Ray Bolger, Bing Crosby, Bette Davis, Irene Dunne, Leo Durocher, Faye Emerson, Arthur Godfrey, Sonja Henie, J. Edgar Hoover, Bob Hope, Al Jolson, Danny Kaye, Bert Lancaster (very early), Raymond Massey, Ethel Merman, Baron Munchausen, Dick Powell, Eleanor Roosevelt, Gloria Swanson, Walter Winchell and Wallis Windsor. PSA DNA (full).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>Aherne, Brian (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>Cates, Phoebe (w/Willie Aames) (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614</td>
<td>Cronkite, Walter (vintage) (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td>Cronyn, Hume (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>617</td>
<td>David, Larry (framed, JSA sticker)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>Douglas, Kirk (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619</td>
<td>Gish, Lillian (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>Gould, Elliott (framed, Oceans 11, PSA sticker)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621</td>
<td>Howard, John (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>Joy, Leatrice (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>Lederer, Francis (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>624</td>
<td>Miles, Sylvia (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627</td>
<td>Moore, Dudley (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629</td>
<td>Paige, Janis (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>Parker, Cecilia (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>631</td>
<td>Perkins, Carl (framed) (JSA LOA (card))</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>633</td>
<td>Robards, Jason (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634</td>
<td>Roberts, Tanya (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>636</td>
<td>Tucker, Sophie (dated 1934, framed) (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>637</td>
<td>Village People (6 sigs) (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638</td>
<td>Wilson, Julie (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>Windsor, Marie (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>Wood, Peggy (7x9) (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641</td>
<td>Lot of 9 Photos w/stars</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642</td>
<td>Collection of 19 signed photos w/good content</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>Collection of 73 signed flats</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644</td>
<td>Check Gershwin, George</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645</td>
<td>Check Haley, Jack Framed Wizard Oz Display (15x24) (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>646</td>
<td>Check Wilder, Gene (framed)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>647</td>
<td>GPC Brasfield, Rob</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648</td>
<td>GPC Gordon, Curtis (JSA LOAA)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Entertainment Autographs**

Signed 8x10s

611 Aherne, Brian (JSA LOAA) .......................... 10
613 Cates, Phoebe (w/Willie Aames) (JSA LOAA) .... 15
614 Cronkite, Walter (vintage) (JSA LOAA) .......... 20
615 Cronyn, Hume (JSA LOAA) .......................... 20
617 David, Larry (framed, JSA sticker) ............... 15
618 Douglas, Kirk (JSA LOAA) .......................... 20
619 Gish, Lillian (JSA LOAA) .......................... 20
620 Gould, Elliott (framed, Oceans 11, PSA sticker) 9, 10
621 Howard, John (JSA LOAA) .......................... 15
622 Joy, Leatrice (JSA LOAA) .......................... 10
623 Lederer, Francis (JSA LOAA) ........................ 20
624 Miles, Sylvia (JSA LOAA) .......................... 10
627 Moore, Dudley (JSA LOAA) .......................... 15
629 Paige, Janis (JSA LOAA) .......................... 20
630 Parker, Cecilia (JSA LOAA) ........................ 20
631 Perkins, Carl (framed) (JSA LOA (card)) ......... 20
633 Robards, Jason (JSA LOAA) ........................ 10
634 Roberts, Tanya (JSA LOAA) ........................ 10
636 Tucker, Sophie (dated 1934, framed) (JSA LOAA) 9, 20
637 Village People (6 sigs) (JSA LOAA) ................ 15
638 Wilson, Julie (JSA LOAA) .......................... 10
639 Windsor, Marie (JSA LOAA) ........................ 10
640 Wood, Peggy (7x9) (JSA LOAA) ........................ 10
641 Lot of 9 Photos w/stars .......................... 30

Small lot of entertainment photos, these include Beatty and assorted content. JSA LOAA.

642 Collection of 19 signed photos w/good content 9, 100

Nice lot of 8x10s, some are on mats waiting to be framed. Interesting content, everything will be pictured on our website. The autographs include: Asner, Buttons, Carlisle, Fabrey, Gorme, Hall, Kahn, Merrill, Silvers and Winkler. JSA LOAA.

643 Collection of 73 signed flats ........................ 175

Fun album of signed 8x10s, smaller photos and related flats, these all neatly presented in one-pocket sheets. These are mainly actors and actresses but there is also music and political content. Many are personalized to Steve, this is all material that was obtained through the mail. There will certainly be secretarial autographs here but due to the nature of these autographs, it did not make sense to have them authenticated. This lot is being sold strictly as-is. The condition is clean, there is no obvious duplication, the content includes: Robert Englund, Amy Grant, Jack Hanna, Michael Imperiolo, Nancy Kerrigan, Hugh Laurie, Howie Mandell, Barbara Mandrell, Rachel McAdams, Ian McKellen, Ed McMahon, Ricardo Montalban, Della Reese, Peter Ueberroth and Mark Wahlberg.

644 Check Gershwin, George 9, 300

One of the most important musical composers in American history, his fame and greatness extends to the current day. Gershwin sadly died on July 11, 1937 at only age 38. Offered is a somewhat remarkable check as it is dated March 4, 1937, only four months before he died. The check is written to a Riverside Valet Company for $19. Very elegantly matted and framed with a large photo, total size 14x22. JSA LOA (full).

645 Check Haley, Jack Framed Wizard Oz Display (15x24) (JSA LOAA) 9.5, 15

646 Check Wilder, Gene (framed) 9.5, 25

Very engaging display, this is a spotless signed 1973 personal check, this is matted with a large and attractive b/w portrait. Beloved comedic actor, D’2016, total size 12x17. JSA LOAA.

647 GPC Brasfield, Rob 9, 30

Nicely signed and warmly inscribed, this is from 1954. JSA LOAA.

648 GPC Gordon, Curtis (JSA LOAA) 9, 20
Entertainment Autographs

Letters

649 Blanc, Mel Signed Letter and Photo 9.........................30
Offered is an utterly charming 20x15 framed display. The piece consists of a very nice 1977 ALS on Blanc’s personal letterhead and a signed 8x10 photo. The content is terrific as it mentions Barney Rubble’s voice and an upcoming Flintstones special. Very nice item. JSA LOAA.

650 Brice, Fanny 9.........................30
Famed comedic actress, she died in 1951. Always a desirable autograph, offered is a tremendous framed display with a 1937 TLS and a gorgeous photo. The letter is signed in black fountain pen ink, the content relates to handling of her royalties by the William Morris Agency. Very nicely framed, total size 24x16. JSA LOAA.

651 Carroll, Madeleine Late 1940s ALS (JSA LOAA) 9.5......................15

652 Chayefsky, Paddy ALS 9.5.........................20
Handsome full ALS from 1980 in response to an autograph request. Important director of Network, D’1981, this comes with an unsigned 8x10 photo. JSA LOAA.

Photos

653 Brown, Joe E. Superb 1941 Signed Oversize Photo 8.........................25
Offered is a strikingly attractive and highly evocative 11x14 original photo. Extensively inscribed by this famed entertainer in period fountain pen, the inscription is terrific. Signed and dated 5/31/41, this is very nicely matted and framed to a total size of 18x15. JSA LOAA.

654 Faye, Alice (9 x 7) 9.5.........................30
Actress and singer, known for leaving Hollywood at the peak of her fame. D’98. JSA LOAA.

655 Menuhin, Yehudi Framed Display 9.5.........................25
Famed violinist, he died in 1999. Offered is a very engaging 24x14 framed display. This contains with two items signed in 1996 a publicity photo and a program. Both autographs are huge and superb. JSA LOAA.

657 Sinatra, Frank (vintage signed snapshot) 8............240
An utterly charming piece, offered is a lovely 2.5 x 3.5 snapshot of a very young Frank Sinatra. Taken in the 1940s or the 1950s, this black and white image looks terrific. This is vintage signed: To Dotty sincerely Frankie in period blue ballpoint ink. It is very unusual to find such an early Frank Sinatra signed photo, especially on an original snapshot. Beckett LOA (full).

658 Temple, Shirley (vintage) 9.5.........................150
Beautiful 5x7 1930s era photo, this is sepia toned and superb. Temple signed this in lovely period ink, the autograph contrasts perfectly against the clean image. This comes with the original transmittal envelope. Please note authentic Shirley Temple signed photos from this era are scarce as most are facsimile or secretarial. JSA LOA (full).

659 Collection of 18 Hollywood Autographs w/good content 9.......................100
Substantial lot of Hollywood autographs, many of these are on mats awaiting a frame. The autographs are strong. Everything will be pictured on our website, the autographs include: Jack Benny slabbed 3x5, Joey Bishop (PSA sticker), George Burns 8x10, Aaron Copland TLS, Tony Curtis 8x10, Allen Ginsberg ANS, Lou Jacobi Signed Playbill, Zero Mostel PSA LOA, Mort Sahl TLS, Allen Sherman 3x5 w/.45 record PSA LOA and Billy Wilder. JSA LOAA.

660 Comedian Signed Photo Collection (25 pcs) w/good content 9.......................125
Very fun (and funny, pardon the pun!) lot, these are mainly 8x10s and related flats of famed comedians and actors. The autographs are strong, some of these are matted. Everything will be pictured on our website, the content includes: M. Berle, S. Berman, L. Black (JSA sticker), M. Brooks, S. Caesar, M. Cohen, Comden/Green (PSA LOA), B. Crystal, S. Greene, B. Hackett w/ALS, R. Klein (PSA), R. Lewis (JSA sticker), J. Lovitz, C. Reiner, P. Reiser (PSA sticker), D. Rickles, J. Rivers, R. Rudner (PSA sticker), S. Sales, S. Silverman (PSA sticker), N. Simon, J. Stewart (PSA sticker), J. Stiller and H. Youngman slabbed 3x5. JSA LOAA.
661 Bernstein and Sondheim Signed
West Side Story Poster 9.5 ........................ 50
Great piece, offered is an elegantly framed 16x19 display piece. This is a West Side Story poster that may be from the original production. This is signed and inscribed by BOTH Leonard Bernstein and Stephen Sondheim in 1984. The signatures are in superb black sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.

662 Caesar, Sid Triple-Signed 1962 Life Magazine
9.5 ............................ 30
Super fun piece, this great looking cover has three images of Caesar, all of which are signed in perfect black sharpie ink. Very nicely matted and framed, total size 15x21. JSA LOAA.

663 Gershwin, Ira Signed/Framed Playbill Program
9 .............................. 25
Nice composition, this is a vintage Playbill program for Summer Time. Signed boldly by Gershwin, this is very smartly presented with a photo. Total size 9x21. JSA LOAA.

664 Midler, Bette Signed/Framed Playbill Program (JSA LOAA) 9 .............................. 10

665 Radner, Gilda Signed 1977 People Magazine 9 ...... 25
The autograph of this gifted comedic actress is sadly scarce due to her tragic death from cancer in 1989 at age 42. Offered is a great looking cover, this is signed and inscribed by Radner in Mint blue sharpie ink. The magazine is very nicely matted and framed. JSA LOAA.

666 Avalon, Frankie Signed Mini Beach Balls (7 pcs) 9 .............................. 25
Cute lot, these each have individual JSA LOA cards.

667 Bernhardt, Sandra Terrific
Signed/Framed Display 9.5 ............................ 100
Famed 19th century and early 20th century actress and entertainer, she died in 1923. Offered is a beautiful display with a 10x14 large image and a signed 6x7 image. The autograph is in bold black fountain pen ink and is dated 1873. Total size 18x30, this is a truly striking museum-quality display piece. JSA LOAA.

668 Chagall, Mark Signed/Framed Display 9 .............................. 50
Famed 20th century artist, D’1983. Creative display, this finely rendered 18x27 frame contains a signature and poster. The autograph is in pencil on a 1967 cachet with the stamps from Chagall’s famed Jerusalem Windows artwork. The large image on this piece is a terrific 1966 Metropolitan Opera poster, presumably Mr. Chagall’s work. JSA LOAA.

669 Danson, Ted Signed Red Sox Jersey 9 .............................. 25
Very fun piece, Danson signed this Sam Mayday Malone Ted Danson in black sharpie ink. This super cool jersey has a PSA sticker.
Entertainment Autographs

673 Lewis, Jerry Lee Framed Contract 9 .......................... 50
Fine looking display, this is a fully executed 1966 contract for Jerry Lee Lewis to do two 45 minute shows in New Haven, CT in 1966 at Yale University. Signed by Lewis at the time, this is presented in a creative framed display. The total size is 29x18, this come with an unsigned Sun Records 8x10 publicity photo and Yale memorabilia. JSA LOAA.

674 Lot of 3 Signed Movie Scripts by Key People 9.5 .......................... 50
Trio of signed classic film scripts: Woody Allen (Annie Hall), Mel Brooks (Young Frankenstein) and Ben Kingsley (Gandhi). The signatures are all in matching bold black sharpie ink. Please note two of these have Beckett LOA stickers.

675 Marceau, Marcel Framed Autograph Display (13x25) (JSA LOAA) 8 .......................... 10

676 Nelson, Willie Signed Guitar 9 .......................... 50
Fun piece from this beloved musician, this is an attractive lightweight wood acoustic guitar. Nelson signed this in a perfect spot in bold blue sharpie pin. PSA sticker.

677 Rolling Stones Framed Display (29x25) ...................... 20

678 Shatner/Nimoy Signed/Framed Large Format Star Trek Cachet (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .......................... 20

679 Warner, Jack Signed/Framed Vitaphone Display (13x19) (JSA LOAA) 9.5 .......................... 10

Entertainment Memorabilia

680 Gone With The Wind Original Vintage Movie Poster .......................... 200
Now controversial, this is one of the most culturally impactful movies ever released. A true work of art, this epic film has been closely watched for over 70 years. Offered is a beautifully framed 14x36 original movie poster. We do not know if this is from the 1939 release or from the 1940s, but it is clearly period. The poster retains gorgeous original color. Very nicely matted and presented in a very sturdy frame, the total size is 24x43.

681 1956 Lot of Six I Love Lucy Press Photos .......................... 25
Utterly charming lot, these are terrific images from this beloved show, the condition also looks great.

682 Elvis Presley 1960s Exhibit Card NM .......................... 10
683 1960s Era Beatles Lunchbox .......................... 10
684 1964 Beatles Pin Set of Four plus Exhibit Card NM .......................... 20
685 Bob Dylan Electric Tour Full Concert Ticket (2/6/1966) PSA 7 .......................... 15
686 1969 Woodstock Framed Display w/three tickets .......................... 150
Super fun and evocative piece, this is an 18x36 framed composition. The piece consists of PSA slabbed tickets for all three days of the Woodstock festival. These are presented below a full newspaper cover of the event, with a very Woodstock like color matting. Nice piece.
Non-Sports Cards

687 1888 N114 Duke & Sons Histories of Generals
Garfield Poor ................... 25

688 1888 N162 Goodwin Champions
D’Oro Billiards SGC 1 ............ 20

689 British Non-Sport Collection (530 + cards)
w/many sets Ex...................... 100
Collection of British non-sports sets and near-sets, condition varies but averages about Ex overall, content is as follows: 1916 Wills Cigarettes Military Motors (50), 1922 Lambert/Players Motor Cars (10), 1924 Players Cigarettes Natural History (50) + extras, 1924 Wills Merchant Ships Of The World 2 Sets (50 cards each), 1927 Wills British Butterflies (48/50), 1931 Players Cigarettes Military Head Dress (50), 1931 Wills Cigarettes Strange Craft (23/50), 1936 Gallager Famous Jockeys (48), 1938 Wills Cigarettes Speed (20), 1939 Players Cigarettes Aircraft Of Royal Air Force (50) + extras and 1939 Players Cigarettes Modern Naval Craft (50).

690 1924 Phillips Heraldic Series Silks
Lot of 12 assorted Ex+ ............... 25

692 1933 R128-2 Western Cards
Complete Set (48) Ex .................. 100
Colorful and very attractive set, full sets hardly ever come to market. The edges are perforated on two sides, so these were issued in strips. The condition varies mildly, the cards are about Ex to our eyes (many cards are sharp but have what are almost certainly typical centering issues). Probably a good set to get fully slabbed, this might be the first time that we have handled a full set of these. The sets recounts the history of the west, with names like Jesse James, Buffalo Bill, Davy Crockett, Daniel Boone and General Custer.

693 1933 R26 Goudey Boy Scouts
Complete Set (48) VG to VG-Ex... 100
Rarely offered as a complete set, even single cards are not easy to find. From an incredible collection, our consignor really liked these. The condition varies, some cards are below VG, nearly everything is a pleasing VG to VG-Ex. The backs have no issues, save for a stamp on one card. The cards retain good color and have excellent eye appeal, nothing has been picked for grading, six doubles come along with the set, 54 total cards.

694 1933 Wheaties Skippy Premiums F272-12
Complete Set (12) + extras GVG ............... 25
Cute set, these measure 2.25 x 3.25. This lot has a full set of 12 plus six doubles. The condition is GVG/VG overall, the cards retain excellent color with charming images.

695 1935 R48 Film Funnies
Complete Set (24) Ex-Mt/NM....... 100
Super sharp overall set, the condition varies only very slightly, the set is filled with very sharp, crisp and clean cards. Fresh set from a hobby old timer, nothing has been picked for grading. These are very fun and attractive cards, this is probably an ideal set to slab.
696  1935 R89 Mickey Mouse
Complete Set (120) + extras  ...................... 250
A set that you just never see, this is from a truly great old
time hobby collector who had a particular passion for 1930s
non-sports gum cards. We are reluctant to assign an overall
grade to the set as the condition varies quite a bit. The low
number run (1-96) has many sharp cards and is nearly
Ex-Mt overall, with some candidates for slabbing. The very
difficult high number run (97-120) is 2-3 grades lower,
Fair to Ex Plus. These are utterly charming and extremely
attractive cards of the mouse that spawned a massive global
entertainment empire, this is a trophy set among advanced
non-sports card collectors. There are seven lower grade dou-
bles that come with the set, six of which are high numbers.
Great lot.

697  1940 Lone Ranger Complete Set  VG* ............. 300
Key pre-war non-sports gum card set, these hardly ever
come to market as full sets. The offered set is notable for
particularly sharp corners, but the cards were removed from
an album at one time, as they have been soaked and some
have slight scraping on the back in spots. The high num-
bbers are very scarce and are consistent with the rest of the
set. While perhaps not something to get slabbed, if one can
overlook the condition technical issue, the winning bidder
will have a remarkably sharp and attractive set as a (poten-
tially) great price level.

698  1942 Samuel Eppy Adventures of Smilin’ Jack
Collection of 87 assorted cards  Good ............... 40
Oddball 1940s b/w issue, these have interesting images.
Lower grade but generally not abused lot, these average
Good overall.

699  1947 Movie Star Stamps
Two Sheets of 12 w/Ball, Chaplin & Temple  NM .......... 10

700  1950 Freedom’s War
19 cards w/2 tanks  VG-Ex/Ex ............. 45
Mid-grade lot, this includes two of the desirable tank
die-cut cards.

701  1951 Fight The Red Menace
33 different w/Eisenhower  Ex-Mt ............. 175
Beautifully colored set, these are particularly colorful and
clean cards. The condition is Ex-Mt overall with mild vari-
ance, these are really nice for the issue and era.

702  1953 Topps Wings 200 assorted  Ex+ to Ex-Mt .... 90
Clean Ex+ to Ex-Mt lot, centering varies as always, the cards
very mildly in grade. Nice quantity, the duplication appears
to be very mild.

703  1956 Davy Crockett
Complete Set (orange border)  Ex+ ................... 75
Clean set is about Ex Plus overall. Centering varies as usual,
there are about 15-20 Ex-Mt cards in this nice lot, this is a
well collected set.
Non-Sports Cards

704  1956 Flags of the World
Near-Set (75/80)                              Ex......................   45
Very colorful and attractive overall lot, some weaker cards are scattered about. These are the missing numbers: 32, 39, 55, 66, 67.

705  1957 Hit Stars 25 Bobby Darin PSA 8.............. 10

706  1958 TV Westerns
16 different PSA/SGC 7 and 8s                  .........................   30
Small but sharp lot slabbed cards, a full inventory will be on our website.

707  1959 Chix Confectionary Popeye
Complete Set (50) Ex+ .................... 25

708  1959 Fleer Three Stooges
Lot of 17 w/9 Graded                         .........................   50
Desirable set, these cards are slabbed 1 1, 2 5, 7 6, 27 8 st, 30 6 st, 40 3, 67 6, 69 6 (Beckett), 80 6 and 84 5. Also included are eight additional commons in mixed grade 2 lesser non-sports cards.

709  1959 Topps Fabian
Complete 55 Cards - All Are Signed! 7............. 100
Sharp set, the cards vary in centering but are very crisp and clean overall. Remarkably, EVERY CARD IS SIGNED BY FABIAN. These tend to be quick signatures so they vary in quality but this must be a pretty unique thing to find! JSA LOAA.

710  1959 Topps Wacky Packs
Complete Set (88)                             Ex..........................   25
Attractive larger format card set, the condition ranges from VG-Ex to Ex-Mt, averaging Ex overall to our eyes.

711  1961 Leaf Spook Stories
Complete Set + 130 extras                      .........................   50
Unusual early 1960s non-sport set, this lot consists of a complete set of 144 cards and a large number of duplicates. The condition varies, it is 50% or more a sharp Near Mint or better with one PSA 8 card, the balance is mainly in the Ex range. The extra cards apparently include various variations. Interesting lot.

712  1961 Nu-Card Horror Monsters
Complete Set (146)                              NM ..................   40
Larger set, the low numbers have a green border, the high numbers an orange border. The condition is Near Mint overall with a mild variance.

713  1962 Civil War News 72 assorted cards
VG-Ex/Ex                                      .........  53
Pleasing mid-grade lot has a marked checklist, the duplication is very mild.

714  1965 Fleer McHales Navy
Complete Set                                  Nm-Mt..................   90
Superior condition set, this is filled with razor sharp and well centered cards. The set looks to be about 70% Near Mint to Mint, the balance is almost all a sharp Near Mint.

715  1966 Topps Monster Laffs
Complete Set (66)                             NM ....................  25
Basketball Cards

716 1948 Bowman
Lot of 5 Different Boston Celtics Ex-Mt ................ 75
Sharp Ex-Mt or better lot, these are really clean. Nothing has been picked for grading. Authentics are always possible with this issue. The card numbers are 8, 19, 30, 43 and 57.

717 1948 - 1961 Detroit Pistons Lot (23) w/stars Ex+ .. 100
Nice lot Pistons cards, there are five 1948 Bowmans w/#49, ten 1957-8 Topps w/1 Clifton, 26 Shue and eight 1961-2 Fleers with Shue. Centering varies, one or two have a shot at 7 holders, the cards are fresh and clean overall.

718 1957 Topps Lot of 7 Different
Boston Celtics w/Sharman RC Ex-Mt ................... 75
Solid and sharp Ex-Mt lot, centering varies as always. These are the card numbers: 5 Sharman RC, 6, 15 Ramsey, 39 Luscutoff, 40 Risen, 57 and 75 Phillip.

719 1961 Fleer
Lot of 13 Boston Celtics w/stars Ex-Mt ............... 150
Fine Ex-Mt overall lot, these are fresh and clean cards. From a hobby old timer, these may do very well in slabs. The content is as follows: 7 Braun (2), 10 Cousy, 19 Heinsohn (2), 22 KC Jones, 23 Sam Jones, 35 Ramsey, 49 Cousy IA, 54 Heinsohn IA, 60 Ramsey IA (2) and 62 Russell IA.

720 1961 Fleer
Very Near-Set w/stars (58/66) ......................... 300
Among the hottest cards in the world, this is a fresh and fine set that was collected back in the 1980s. There could well be many opportunities for slabbing as we only sent in the absolute key cards. Still a very substantial lot as offered, these will have a very significant value as singles in today’s market. These better cards come in the lot: 1 Attles VG, 2 Arizin VG-Ex/Ex, 4 Bellamy Ex, 10 Cousy Ex, 12 Embrey Ex-Mt ctd, 16 Greer RC Ex, 17 Guerin Ex++, 18 Hagan Ex-Mt ctd, 19 Heinsohn VG-Ex/Ex, 20 Howell Ex-Mt ctd, 21 Hundley Ex++ ctd, 22 KC Jones VG-Ex/Ex, 23 Sam Jones VG-Ex/Ex, 25 Kerr Ex, 26 LaRusso RC Ex, 29 Lovellette Ex-Mt, 34 Pettit Ex++ ctd, 35 Ramsey Ex ctd, 39 Schayes NM ctd, 42 Twyman Ex-Mt+ ctd, 44 L Wilkins Ex, 46 Baylor IA Ex, 49 Cousy IA VG-Ex/Ex, 54 Heinsohn IA VG-Ex/Ex, 59 Pettit IA Ex-Mt ctd and 61 Robertson IA VG-Ex/Ex.

721 1968 Topps Test 3 Hal Greer PSA 2 ............... 150
Rare and extremely desirable Topps basketball test issue, these are revered by collectors. The first example that we had in years, this card is of Philadelphia 76ers HOF guard Hal Greer. Conservatively graded, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The card has a clean image and bright white borders. The image looks great, as does the back. The card is centered to the left border, the corner wear is in the VG to VG-Ex range. This is a very, very nice card for the grade.
722  1970 Topps 20 Monroe  PSA 7.5 .........30
Sharp and reasonably well centered, this was graded somewhat conservatively.

723  1970 Topps 75 Alcindor  PSA 6 ............150
Only his second-year card, this has four super sharp corners. The card has perfect white borders and a fine photo; centering to the left border keeps this at a 6.

724  1970 Topps
Very Near-Set w/PSA Cards (161/175)  NM .........300
Sharp and fine near-set, we thought PSA was brutal with the grades on these. The cards are very sharp and clean overall, with mild centering issues. The cards appear to be about 65% Near Mint, the balance are almost all Ex-Mt. These better cards come in the lot: 1 Alcindor LL NM, 4 LL SP PSA 7 oc, 5 Alcindor LL Ex-Mt, 6 Wilkens LL PSA 7, 7 Bradley Ex-Mt, 10 Havlicek SP NM oc, 24 Checklist PSA 7, 36 Marin SP PSA 8 oc, 46 Lucas PSA 7, 59 Attles SP PSA 6, 62 Chambers SP PSA 7, 72 Unseld PSA 6.5, 97 Lier SP PSA 6, 101 Checklist NM oc, 108 Cunningham AS PSA 7, 113 Baylor AS PSA 7, 114 Robertson AS PSA 6, 120 Frazier Ex-Mt, 137 Murphy RC Ex-Mt+, 143 White RC PSA 6 and 155 Greer PSA 6.
There are eight additional PSA slabbed commons, including two PSA 7s (32, 144).

725  1973 Topps 80 Chamberlain  PSA 8 ..........100
Well centered with four razor sharp corners, the card is likely from vending. Immaculate card, we thought that this would have been a Mint 9.

726  1973 Topps 155 NBA Field Goal Percentage Leaders  PSA 9 ............90
Well centered with four razor sharp corners, this card is immaculate. Wilt Chamberlain and Kareem Abdul Jabbar are on the front of the card.

727  1977 Sportscaster
Lot of 3 Celtics w/Ainge RC High Number  Nm-Mt ..........15

728  1981 Topps Complete Set  NM to Nm-Mt ....150
Superb set, this has not been picked for grading. The value of these in slabs could be thousands of dollars. We feel the Bird has a good shot at an 8, the others keys look to all be PSA 7s and PSA 8s or better.

729  Nice 1983-1986 Star Collection (322 cards) w/endless stars  Nm-Mt ..........150
Offered is a very fine book of 1983 to 1986 Star basketball sets and near-sets. Our consignor was the original owner, the condition is superb overall. The lot is literally bursting with HOonders and stars, this is a great tour of 1980s basketball. The content includes 83 All Star Game (32), 1983 Celtics (12), 1983-4 76ers Champs (25), 1984 Pistons (10 w/Thomas RC), 1984 All Star Game (28), 1984 Slam Dunk (11), 1984 Celtics Champs set (25), 1984 Award Winners (24), Larry Bird (18), 1984 Celtic team sets from main set (2 lots of 10), Julius Erving (18), Schick NBA Legends (24), Kareem Abdul Jabbar (18), 1985 Celtics (9 from basic set), 1986 Lakers (20) and some lesser content. Great book.
Basketball Cards

730  1984 Star Court Kings 5x7
26 Michael Jordan  Beckett 5.5...... 750
Very undervalued early Michael Jordan card, this is from a
great source and was purchased at the time. Sharp card, the
grade appears to be very conservative. The color borders
look great, the corners come to solid points and show hardly
any wear. This card has a great image of Michael Jordan
doing a reverse dunk mid-air.

731  1984 Star Court Kings 5x7
41 Charles Barkley RC  Beckett 8.5...... 120
Terrific card of basketball HOFer and now cultural icon
Charles Barkley as Rookie. Terrific oversized issue, this has
pristine color borders and four very sharp corners. The full
view of Barkley dunking looks great.

732  1984 Star Court Kings 5x7
47 Hakeem Olajuwon RC  Beckett 8........... 60
Terrific card of the beloved Olajuwon as a Rookie, this is
a great portrait. Enhanced by the large size, the condition
is terrific, with four sharp corners and great looking color
borders.

733  Collection of 50 different Oversize Cards
w/many stars  Nm-Mt......... 150
Great looking oversize Star issues (Court Kings and 5x7
team sets), these are not common and do not get their just
due in this market. Beckett slabs these, the 8s of key players
can sell for strong prices. The condition here is a fine Nm-Mt
overall, the keys are: Barkley, Bird (2 diff), Drexler, Erving
(2 diff), Jabbar (2 diff), Magic (2 diff), Olajuwon and Thom-
as (2 diff).

734  1985 Star Slam Dunk Supers
5 Michael Jordan  Beckett 8.5...... 750
From a great source, this was purchased at the time. Un-
dervalued early Jordan oversize card, this is so much more
attractive (and earlier) than his 1986-7 Fleer card. Super
sharp and clean, this is a hair below a Mint 9.

735  1985 Star Team Supers 5x7
1 Michael Jordan  Beckett 8.5..... 1000
From a great source, this was purchased at the time. Un-
dervalued early Jordan oversize card, this is so much more
attractive (and earlier) than his 1986-7 Fleer card. You have
to love this unique image of MJ with his tongue sticking
out while dribbling a ball to make a play. The card has four
sharp corners, spotless color borders and pristine surfaces.
The condition is a strong Nm-Mt Plus overall, the card really
looks great. These oversize cards are really special to look at
when held in hand.
736 1986 Fleer Collection of 168 Cards w/stars
Nm-Mt 200
Sharp and fresh lot, these are from the original owner, a huge basketball fan. This should be one full set missing about three cards and 13 stickers. Presented in sheets in team order, it is possible other cards can be missing. Fresh lot, ideal for slABBing, we grade the key cards as follows: 1 Jabbar NM+, 4 Ainge RC Nm-Mt, 9 Bird NM+ and Nm-Mt, 26 Drexler RC NM w/tiny wrinkle, 27 Dumars RC NM+, 31 Erving Nm-Mt+ (2), 32 Ewing RC Nm-Mt, 53 Magic Johnson Nm-Mt, 77 Mullin RC Nm-Mt, 109 Thomas RC Ex-Mt and 131 Worthy RC Nm-Mt.

737 1986 Fleer Complete Set w/o Jordan  NM .............. 500
Among the hottest cards in the world, this is the basic set of 131 cards, missing only the Jordan Rookie. Many of the cards, especially the commons, are reasonably well centered and NM to Nm-Mt overall. Several of the key cards are sharp but off-center, these can easily be upgradEd if desired. This is a fine lot overall, we grade the key cards as follows: 1 Jabbar NM oc, 7 Barkley RC NM, 9 Bird NM, 26 Drexler RC Ex-Mt+, 27 Dumars RC NM, 31 Erving NM, 32 Ewing RC NM, 53 Magic Johnson NM oc, 68 K Malone RC Ex-Mt+, 77 Mullin RC Ex-Mt, 82 Olajuwon RC NM, 109 Thomas RC Ex-Mt+ and 131 Worthy RC Ex-Mt. These have a major breakdown value if slabbed.

738 1987 Fleer Collection of 168 Cards w/stars  Nm-Mt............. 150
Sharp and fresh lot, these are from the original owner, a huge basketball fan. This should be one full set missing the Jordan. Presented in sheets in team order, it is possible other cards can be missing. Super sharp lot overall, nothing has been picked for grading. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Jabbar NM, 9 Barkley Nm-Mt (2), 11 Bird Nm-Mt (2), 30 Drexler Nm-Mt, 35 Erving NM (2), 37 Ewing Nm-Mt, 56 Magic Johnson NM (2), 68 Malone Nm-Mt+ and 80 Olajuwon Nm-Mt. There should be plenty of 8s and 9s in the lot.

739 1990 Fleer Wax Box (lot of 4)  Nm-Mt............. 175
I personally purchased these back in 1990, they have been in a box with my collection until now. Guaranteed unsearched, who wants to play the PSA 10 game?

740 1995 Flair New Heights Pack w/Michael Jordan on the back  Nm-Mt ......... 200
Desirable pack as Jordan is showing on the back, this is a nice item. Please note the last public sale for a Jordan 9 was for $575. We guarantee the authenticity of the pack, it is from an excellent source.

741 1996 Topps  138 Kobe Bryant RC PSA 7 .......... 150
Very, very conservatively graded, we thought this would come back at least an 8. The four corners on the front are super sharp, even under magnification. One corner on the back only has the slightest touch, this is an awfully nice card for the grade.

742 1998 Skybox E-X Michael Jordan Die-Cut Card  Nm-Mt .......... 15

743 1998 Topps Chrome  135 Paul Pierce RC  PSA 9 .............. 80
A certain HOF Inductee this year, this might be a card to stock up on. Perfect quality, great photo.

744 1998 Topps Chrome  199 Vince Carter RC  PSA 9 .............. 60
Popular future HOFer, this is a great image. Mint 9 card, this looks great.
Basketball Cards and Autographs

745 2018 Panini Prizm
Luka Doncic RC
PSA 9 ............... 120
Mint Rookie Card of his amazingly talented player, the card is razor sharp and perfect.

746 2018 Panini Threads
3 Luka Doncic Next Wave Dazzle SGC 9.5 ............. 45
Fun card of this amazing talent, the card is razor sharp.

747 2018 Panini Threads In Motion
15 Luka Doncic Dazzle SGC 10 ............ 120
Very cool looking card, this is an SGC Gem Mint 10 and is immaculate.

748 2019 Panini Mosaic
219 Ja Morant PSA 10 ............... 60
Popular card, it is always nice to find these in 10 holders.

Basketball Autographs and Memorabilia

Autographed Basketballs

749 1985 Lakers Champ. Starting Five! 9.5 ............... 100
Nice ball, this is a perfectly clean official basketball. This has bold black sharpie ink signatures from these five Lakers stars: Johnson, Jabbar, Worthy, Cooper and Scott. JSA LOA (full).

750 Jordan, Michael 9.5 .................... 200
Perfect quality, offered is a spotless Wilson Cast Bilt Indoor-Outdoor model basketball. None other than Michael Jordan himself has signed this ball, the autograph is large and perfect. As nice a Jordan signature as we have ever seen on anything, this measures a full seven inches long! The ball has a PSA DNA sticker. Given how hot Michael Jordan is right now, this will no doubt be a very popular lot, we will start this at a super low minimum bid just to make things more interesting!

751 Knicks Signed Signed Basketball Lot w/stars (10 pcs) 9 ............... 150
Quality lot of clean NY Knicks single signed basketballs, the content is as follows: Barnett, Frazier, Hardaway (UDA), Houston, L. Johnson, King, Memminger, Oakley, Reed and Sprewell. Solid value lot, these are not inexpensive as singles. JSA LOAA.

752 Collection of 10 different w/HOFers 9 ...................... 150
Quality lot of clean single signed basketballs, the content includes: Cowens, Greer, J. Lucas, Mourning, Schayes, Walton and Jojo White (mini ball). Solid value lot, these are not inexpensive as singles, everything will be pictured on our website. JSA LOAA.
Basketball Memorabilia

753 1969 Topps 20
John Havlicek Signed RC  PSA 8 (auto) .... 150
Key HOFer, this is his signed Rookie Card. The card itself is about VG overall and not bad at all. Hondo signed this in bold and large black sharpie, the autograph looks great on this oversize card. PSA graded the autograph a Nm-Mt 8.

754 3 x 5 Jordan, Michael
(obtained in person, early style)  .... 150
Signed in person at a New Jersey Nets game in the late 1980s, this was a real prize for our consignor who obtained this in person. Signed and inscribed To Roy, this is a terrific flowing blue ballpoint signature. It is very hard to find this unique style Jordan playing career style autograph. JSA LOA (full).

755 8 x 10 Jordan, Michael (early)  9.5 .............. 100
Desirable MJ 8x10, Michael is scoring against the Celtics in the 1980s with hair on his head! Signed in bold blue sharpie ink on his image, the signature has a nice flow to it and looks to be an earlier Jordan signature. PSA DNA (full).

756 3 x 5 Terrific Run of 171 Autographs 9 ........... 300
From a lifelong autograph collection, this appears to be an extremely detailed collection of basketball autographs. These are a mix of NBA, ABA and College signatures. The autographs include many HOFers, coaches, women's players and other basketball related content and go back to mid 1940s players. There is very light duplication, some are inscribed, the autographs are perfectly clean overall. These are almost all 3x5s, there are some album pages and mounted cuts. There was a Gus Johnson in this collection, there could well be some other treasure here. These are some of the better signatures to our eyes: E. Baylor, W. Bellamy, B. Bradley, Cousy, Cunningham, Bob Davies, D. DeBusschere, S. Green, Hagan, Havlicek, Heinsohn (1974), Wayne Hightower, Holzman, Kundla, Kurland, R. LaRusso, Love, Lovellet, Shellie McMillan (D’1980), Ray Meyer, Naulls, Pete Newell Pettit, Pollard, N. Richardson, O. Robertson (vintage), Sharman, D. Thompson (vintage) and Yardley. JSA LOAA.

758 1988 - 1996 Michael Jordan Ticket collection
(11 pcs) .......... 100
An increasingly hot category, these include playoff games. The tickets are clean and range from 1988 to 1996. We will have front and back pictures of everything on our website.

764 ESPN Magazine Signed/Framed First Issue
w/Kobe Bryant 9.5 ............... 75
Grandly presented in a 22x24 frame, this looks great. Signed by all four pictured, this has a PSA DNA sticker. The autographs are Kobe, ARod, Kordell Stewart and Eric Lindros. Nice item.
Basketball Memorabilia

Signed and Game Used Jerseys

757  Greg Kelser Pair of Detroit Pistons
     Game Used Items .................................. 100
Kelser was a 1979 - 1981 Piston and played with Magic
Johnson in college and became a broadcaster after his NBA
career. Offered are two really nice items, a gorgeous Detroit
Pistons hooded warm-up and a shooting shirt, also included
is a signed photo. NBA game material from this era is rare
and revered by collectors.

759  1980 Detroit Pistons Full Uniform .......................... 100
Great looking full uniform, you have to love this style of a
Detroit Pistons uniform. Rare as NBA items from this era
hardly ever come to market, I love the NBA 35th Anniver-
sary patch that dates this to 1980. Almost certainly used by
a player named Wayne Robinson, he is listed on the inter-
et as number 42 but we believe that may be an error. The
look and feel of this jersey is terrific. The jersey also has the
aroma of a gamer!

760  Bird, Larry UDA Special Pro Cut
     Game Model Jersey 9.5 ............................. 120
Much better than your garden variety Larry Bird signed jer-
sey, this is a special piece. Offered is a gorgeous Celtic green
Larry Bird Boston Celtics road model jersey. Not a store
jersey, this has an NBA 1992-93 Boston Celtics Body Length
+3 tag at the bottom and a Champions size 46 tag. Cut identi-
cally to a jersey Larry Legend would use in a game, this
is really nice. The jersey has a bold green sharpie ink Larry
Bird signature and a UDA hologram. Who wants to get a
neat Larry Bird item that hardly anyone else has?

761  Circa 1980 Superb Detroit Pistons
     Warmup Jacket ...................................... 100
Undated, based on the collection it came from, we believe
this to be circa 1980. With some photo detective work, it
should be possible to determine a year. This has the proper
Sand Knit Detroit Pistons tagging and is clearly 100% orig-
inal. The lettering shows some wear, this is a gorgeous NBA
warmup. Please note NBA game memorabilia from this era
is very rare and revered by collectors.

762  Douglas, Leon Circa 1979
     Detroit Pistons Gamer .............................. 100
Great lightning bolt style Detroit Pistons jersey, these are
rare. The jersey looks great, Douglas played for the Pistons
from the 1976-77 to 1979-80 seasons. NBA game equipment
from this era is extremely desirable and very hard to find.

763  Summitt, Pat Signed/Framed Jersey 8 .................. 100
Beloved and vital College Basketball HOF coach, Summitt
died in 2016 and is a difficult autograph. Offered is a beau-
tifully presented University of Tennessee #22 jersey. Summitt
signed this in black sharpie ink in a perfect spot, this comes
in a shadow box frame with a magazine produced to cele-
brate her life. Total size 25x31x3, this can be removed from
the frame if desired to reduce shipping costs.
JSA LOA (full).
Boxing Cards

765 1925 W590 Jack Johnson PSA 3 ............... 150
Neat 1920s Jack Johnson card, these are not easy to find with numeric grades. Clean card has a perfect back and one very fine surface crease on the front, this presents very well for the grade.

766 1930s - 1960s Boxing Exhibit Lot (61 pcs) VG ...... 125
Mixed grade lot has some rough pieces and some very clean cards. Duplication is mild, this lot has a nice percentage of stars. The keys include Armstrong, Conn, Graziano, Jack, J.H. Lewis, Joe Louis, Montgomery, Pep, Schmelling (3), Walcott, Harry Wills (5) and Zale.

Boxing Cards

Football Cards: Sets and Lots

768 1936 Diamond Matchbooks Complete Set (47) Ex+ .................. 100
Anchored by Bronko Nagurski, these all have the strikers and appear to be a clean Ex Plus to our eyes. The other stars include Feather, Fortmann, Hewitt, Musso and Stydahar.

769 1955 Bowman Complete Set w/many PSA cards Ex+ ................. 200
Undervalued 1950s football set, these are such colorful and attractive cards. The offered set varies in grade, it is about 50-60% Ex-Mt or very close to Ex-Mt, the balance is almost all in the VG-Ex to Ex range, there are no creased up or ugly cards here, this is a nice set. Eight PSA cards come in the lot, ranging from 5 to 7. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Doak Walker Ex ctd, 7 Frank Gifford VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 8 Ameche RC Ex, 10 Peter Pihos PSA 5, 14 Len Ford RC VG-Ex ctd, 23 PSA 7, 26 Eddie LeBaron PSA 6, 32 Norm Van Brocklin PSA 6, 40 PSA 7, 42 John Henry Johnson RC Ex-Mt, 47 Towler PSA 6, 52 Pat Summerall RC Ex+ ctd, 62 George Blanda VG-Ex, 65 PSA 6, 70 Jim Ringo RC VG-Ex/Ex, 71 Bobby Layne VG-Ex/Ex, 72 Y.A. Tittle Ex-Mt, 98 PSA 6, 152 Tom Landry VG+ and 160 L.G. Dupre RC Ex.

770 1955 Topps All American Complete Set w/Four Horsemen SGC 5.5 ............ 400
Extremely popular and loaded set, these have many stars and single-prints, providing for a terrific breakdown value. The offered set is mixed, it is perhaps half Ex to Ex-Mt, the balance is mainly VG to VG-Ex. We grade the many key cards as follows: 1 Hickman Good, 6 Kinnick RC Ex+, 12 Graham VG-Ex/Ex, 16 Rockne VG, 20 Baugh VG+, 21 White RC Ex, 27 Grange VG-Ex/Ex, 29 Nomellini VG, 37 Thorpe VG, 56 Nevers RC Ex+, 68 Four Horsemen RC SGC 5.5, 85 Luckman Ex+, 97 Hutson RC VG+, 98 Feathers VG-Ex and 100 Henry RC VG+.
771  1955 Topps All American Complete Set w/many PSA cards   Ex-Mt............ 400
Classic and vital 1950s football set, these are just loaded with stars and short-printed cards. The offered set is a clean Ex-Mt overall with some variance and simple issues that can easily be remedied if desired. There are 10 slabbed cards, all 6s and 7s. Centering varies mildly, this is a set that was clearly collected with care. We grade the many key cards as follows: 1 Hickman PSA 6, 6 Kinnick RC VG-Ex/Ex, 12 Graham PSA 6, 16 Rockne Ex-Mt, 20 Baugh Ex, 21 White RC Ex+, 27 Grange PSA 6, 29 Nomellini NM, 35 Harmon RC Ex-Mt+, 37 Thorpe VG-Ex/Ex, 38 Stagg RC Ex, 45 PSA 6, 52 Lujack VG-Ex, 56 Nevers RC PSA 6, 59 Blanchard RC Ex-Mt+, 66 Kinard RC PSA 6, 68 Four Horsemen RC Ex-Mt, 75 PSA 6, 84 Parker RC SGC 7, 85 Luckman RC Ex-Mt, 90 PSA 6, 96 PSA 6, 97 Hutson RC VG-Ex/Ex (centered with tiny surface wrinkle by upper left corner, otherwise Ex-Mt), 98 Feathers Ex and 100 Henry RC Ex-Mt.

772  1956 Topps Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ........ 150
Clean mid-grade set, the condition is about 60% Ex or better, the balance is almost all a nice VG-Ex, there are no rough cards here. The many key cards grade as follows: 1 Johnny Carson SP VG-Ex/Ex, 11 George Blanda VG-Ex, 13 Vic Janowicz SP Ex ctd, 22 Chicago Cardinals SP VG-Ex/Ex, 44 Joe Schmidt RC VG-Ex/Ex, 49 Eddie Lebaron VG+, 53 Frank Gifford VG-Ex/Ex, 58 Ollie Matson SP Ex, 60 Lenny Moore RC Ex, 61 Washington Redskins SP Ex, 86 Y.A. Tittle Ex, 101 Roosevelt Grier RC Ex, 116 Bobby Layne VG-Ex/Ex and 120 Billy Vessels RC Ex-Mt.

773  1958 Topps Complete Set VG-Ex/Ex ...... 500
Colorful and attractive set, there are many very clean cards here, the set could benefit from some moderate upgrading. This is your typical set in that the commons and minor stars are a half to a full grade better than many of the key cards but the set still presents quite well as offered and is anchored by the vital Jim Brown Rookie Card. We grade the key cards as follows: 2 Bobby Layne Ex++, 10 Lenny Moore VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 22 Johnny Unitas GVG/VG, 62 Jim Brown RC VG (good color, nice image. just some very minute cornerlines/creasing, well centered for the grade), 66 Bart Starr VG, 73 Gifford Ex-Mt, 86 Y.A. Tittle VG-Ex/Ex, 90 Sonny Jurgensen RC Ex, 106 Art Donovan VG-Ex/Ex, 120 Raymond Berry VG-Ex, 127 Ollie Matson Ex-Mt, 129 George Blanda Ex and 132 Don Bosseler RC VG-Ex ctd.

774  1958 Topps Complete Set w/o Brown Ex+........ 150
Sharp set, the Jim Brown RC is a PSA 7 and is being offered as a separate lot. The set averages Ex+ and is really clean with mild variance. The key cards are as follows: 2 Bobby Layne SGC 7, 10 Lenny Moore SGC 6, 12 Alan Ameche SGC 6, 22 Johnny Unitas VG, 66 Bart Starr SGC 3, 73 Gifford SGC 6.5, 86 Y.A. Tittle SGC 5, 90 Sonny Jurgensen RC NM, 106 Art Donovan NM, 120 Raymond Berry SGC 7, 127 Ollie Matson Ex++, 129 George Blanda SGC 6 and 132 Don Bosseler RC Ex-Mt+.

775  1959 Topps Complete Set VG-Ex................ 175
Fun and popular set, these colorful cards feature many stars and Rookie Cards. The condition is nearly Ex overall with variance in both directions. The set could benefit from some TLC for some of the cards. We grade the keys as follows: 1 Johnny Unitas VG+, 10 Jim Brown VG, 20 Frank Gifford Ex++, 23 Bart Starr VG, 40 Bobby Layne VG+, 51 Sam Huff RC VG-Ex/Ex, 55 Raymond Berry Ex+, 82 Paul Hornung NM mc, 103 Alex Karras RC VG-Ex/Ex, 116 Jerry Kramer RC VG-Ex/Ex, 130 Y.A. Tittle VG-Ex, 132 Parker Ex, 140 Bobby Mitchell RC VG-Ex/Ex and 155 Jim Taylor RC Ex.
Football

776 1960 Topps Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM....... 125
Attractive set has a very clean design, the condition is very solid. The set has only slight variance, it is a solid Ex-Mt/NM overall with very many clean cards. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Johnny Unitas Ex-Mt+, 23 Jim Brown VG+, 51 Starr NM, 54 Hornung Ex-Mt+, 56 Gregg RC NM, 74 Gifford VG-Ex/Ex, 80 Huff Ex-Mt+, 93 Layne Ex-Mt+, 113 Tittle Ex-Mt and 132 Redskins TC NM.

777 1963 Topps Complete Set Ex+ .................. 450
Desirable 1960s Topps football set, the many HOFers and short-prints make this one of the most collected sets of its era. The offered set is colorful and very attractive, the condition is very nice overall. The set is about 60-65% Ex Plus or better, the balance varies, mainly in the VG-Ex to Ex range with no ugly cards. The key cards present several good opportunities for slabbing as several are really nice. We grade these key cards as follows: 1 Unitas Ex++, 14 J Brown VG-Ex/Ex, 44 Jones NM, 49 Tittle Ex++, 62 Ditka VG-Ex/Ex, 74 Meredith SP Ex-Mt, 82 Lilly RC SP Ex ctd, 86 Starr VG-Ex/Ex, 87 Taylor Ex, 95 Wood RC VG+, 96 Nitschke RC Ex-Mt+, 98 Tarkenton Ex++, 107 Marshall RC VG+ and 170 Checklist VG-Ex/Ex unmarked.

778 1966 Philadelphia 178 different w/Sayers & Unitas          Strong Ex-Mt/NM ..........200
Extremely popular issue, these are sharp cards that have not been picked for grading. Very close to a set, the condition averages an extremely sharp and fine Ex-Mt/NM overall, more like Near Mint. A great value lot in today’s market, these better cards are included: 1 Falcons Nm-Mt, 24 Unitas Ex-Mt+, 38 Sayers RC Ex, 39 Sayers VG+ (sharp w/slight crease), 59 Howley RC Ex-Mt+, 60 Lilly Ex-Mt, 63 Renfro Ex, 69 Karras NM, 87 Nitschke NM, 88 Starr NM, 89 Taylor Ex, 114 Tarkenton Ex-Mt, 134 Brown RC Ex-Mt+, 194 Taylor Ex-Mt and 197 Checklist Ex unmarked.

779 1966 Topps Complete Set Ex+ .................. 350
Solid Ex Plus overall set, there is mild variance in both directions with many very clean cards throughout the set. Anchored by a strong example of the key Joe Namath and Funny Ring Checklist cards, this is a quality mid-grade set. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Tommy Addison Ex++, 15 Funny Ring Checklist Ex, 26 Jack Kemp Ex, 27 Daryle Lamonica VG-Ex/Ex, 48 George Blanda Ex-Mt, 61 Checklist #1 Ex, 67 Len Dawson Ex+, 75 Otis Taylor RC Ex++, 95 Don Maynard Ex-Mt, 96 Joe Namath 2nd Year Ex+, 104 Fred Biletnikoff Ex-Mt+, 115 Jim Otto NM, 119 Lance Alworth Ex and 132 Checklist #2 VG+ unmarked.

780 1967 Philadelphia
167 different w/Units & some stars NM............. 200
Fine lot, these are great looking cards when they can be found with sharp corners. The condition is a superb Near Mint overall. The condition varies only slightly, there are some fine Nm-Mt cards throughout the lot that might be suitable for slabbing. Close to a full set, these better cards come in the lot: 14 Berry, 23 Unitas, 29 Ditka, 43 Kelly RC, 46 Warfield, 55 Lilly, 178 Wilcox RC, 185 Jurgensen, 190 Taylor and 197 Checklist.

781 1969 Topps Complete Set Ex-Mt .................. 150
Very colorful and attractive set, this is one of my personal favorites. The offered cards retain excellent color and display very well for the grade. The condition is about 70% Ex-Mt (with some nicer), the balance is almost all Ex or so. The key cards grade as follows: 1 Kelly Ex-Mt, 25 Unitas Ex++, 26 Piccolo RC strong Ex-Mt+ (a 7 on the right day), 51 Sayers Ex-Mt, 75 Meredith Ex++, 100 Namath NM, 120 Csonka RC Ex-Mt+, 132 Checklist bordered Ex++, 139 Butkus VG-Ex, 150 Tarkenton Ex++, 161 Griese Ex+, 215 Starr PSA 6.5 and 232 Blanda Ex++. An excellent value given the nice condition, the keys sell for big prices when slabbed.
Football Cards: Singles

782 1948 Leaf 1 Sid Luckman RC SGC 5.5 .......... 200
Key football Rookie Card, these seem so cheap at current market levels. A very condition sensitive card and issue, these are not easy to find in 5.5 holders. The offered card has rich color, a fine image and bright white borders. The corners show only slight wear, the printing on the back can be seen on the front in spots, the back is perfectly clean.

783 1966 Topps 96 Joe Namath PSA 6............... 125
Well centered with four square corners, this is awfully sharp and nice for the grade. Only his second-year card, the image and color are terrific. This card really is much more like a 7 than a 6.

784 1968 Topps Team Cards
Buffalo Bills SGC 6 ................ 50
Fun and very uncommon football issue, this is a neat card. Solid 6, this is well centered with four very respectable corners.

785 1984 Topps 63 Elway RC PSA 9............. 200
Beautiful Mint 9 Elway RC, the color here is special. Perfectly centered with four Mint corners, the borders are bright white, this is a real keeper.

786 1986 Topps 374 Steve Young RC PSA 8......... 53
Very well centered with four sharp corners, this is a strong 8.

787 2000 Pacific Aurora 84 Tom Brady RC PSA 9..... 100
Very attractive and colorful card of a Rookie named Tom Brady, the card has four perfect corners and terrific centering.

788 2011 Panini
Peyton Manning Signed Card (1/1 ) ..................... 250
A true 1/1, this is a fun card of this legendary football star. The card itself has a Beckett Review 8.5 grade for the card and a 10 for the autograph. Peyton signed the left side of the card in Mint blue sharpie ink.

789 2020 Panini Mosaic Mosaic Blue
201 Joe Burrow 96/99 Beckett 9......... 150
Very colorful and attractive card of this budding NFL star quarterback, the condition is superb.

790 2020 Panini Prizm Blue Wave
325 Justin Herbert (113/199) PSA 9............. 500
Hot card of possibly the next great NFL QB, these have been really hot this year. Limited edition card, this is an immaculate PSA 9.

791 2020 Panini Prizm Orange Prizm
325 Justin Herbert (16/249) PSA 9............. 400
Hot card of possibly the next great NFL QB, these have been really hot this year. Limited edition card, this is an immaculate PSA 9. The color is perfect.
Football

792 1969 Jets Signed Football  9 ....................... 150
Very nice item, this is signed on a clean Rozelle model football. There are 22 total signatures. Signed in vintage ballpoint ink, the autographs include Namath, Ewbank, Atkinson, Boozer, Turner, Sauer and Maynard. This is much nicer than the sharpie examples that usually trade. JSA LOAA.

793 1993 Heisman Award Winners Signed Set
(49 different!)  9.5 ..................... 700
Simply an awesome signed set, these are beautiful 1993 Heisman Trophy Award winner cards. The signatures look great, these are extremely attractive cards. The content is superb, including: Bertelli, Berwanger, Blanchard, Tim Brown, Campbell, Cannon, Cassady, Davis, Dorsett, Flutie, L. Hart, Hornung, Horvath, D. Howard, Bo Jackson, Janowitz, Lattner, Lujack, Owens, Plunkett, Barry Sanders, Simpson, Spurrier, Staubach, D. Walker and H. Walker. JSA LOAA.

794 Check  Davis, Al  (lot of 5)  9 ....................... 400
Key NFL autograph, each of these checks is signed by the legendary Al Davis. A revered and controversial NFL owner, Davis family did not like to sign autographs. The checks are all Oakland Raiders official checks from 1977 and 1978. JSA LOAA.

795 Jersey Starr, Bart w/inscription  9.5 ..................... 200
Vital NFL jersey, this is a higher quality model. Signed Bart Starr HOF 77, the signature and inscription are in jet black sharpie ink. JSA LOA (full).

796 Packers Signed Large Print w/25 sigs  9.5 ............. 175
Fun piece, this is a 21x17 George Wright print of Vince Lombardi. Beautifully double-matted and framed, there are 25 signatures across all four borders. The signatures are in silver and gold paint pen and display very well. The autographs include Bart Starr, Willie David, Boyd Dowler, Jerry Kramer, Lew Carpenter, Fuzzy Levane, Paul Hornung and David Robinson. Total size 28x24, this is a fine Packers signed display piece. JSA LOAA.

797 Letter Shor, Toots (historic Vince Lombardi and Charlie Conerly content)  9.5 ..................... 150
One of our consignor’s very favorite items among thousands, offered is a beautifully presented 1959 TLS from New York City icon Toots Shor (D’77). Written to New York Giants HOFer Charlie Conerly, the content discusses Unitas, Conerly and mentions other football players. The second to last paragraph is the key:

“Your friend, Lombardi, made a big step and I hope it is in the right direction as I know of your fondness for him. It is going to be a real tough job and on paper I can’t see how they can have a good team for at least three to five years. It is a challenge to Vince and I hope he makes good.”

Shor is referring to Lombardi accepting the job as head coach of the Green Bay Packers and the rest, we shall say, is history! Beautifully matted and framed with 8x10 images of Shor and Conerly, the total size is 33x20. If you like truly special football items and/or are a big Packer or Giants fan, you will want to take a long look at this truly unique and wonderful letter. JSA LOA (full).
Golf Autographs

798 Cleats McIlroy, Rory 9 ....................... 175
Offered is a pair of Nike game used cleats used and signed by professional golfer Rory McIlroy. Shoes (size 13) show signs of moderate wear and are autographed in black sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.

799 Masters Caddie Outfit Collection (11 pcs) w/7 signed ........................ 200
Very cool and unique lot, these are totally charming full caddie uniforms from the Master’s Tournament in the late 1990s. Seven are signed: Jacobson, Leonard, Mickelson, Player, Strange, Sutton and Trevino. Four others are not signed: Palmer, Price, Snead and Weir. The display value of these is amazing if you have the right spot. This seems like a wonderful lot to add to a golf collection.

Hockey Cards

800 1954 Topps 58 Terry Sawchuk PSA 4 .............. 100
Strong 4, this has no visible creases or wrinkles. The surfaces and color are terrific. The blue border is very strong. Mild corner wear at the bottom border led PSA to grade this a very conservative 4.

801 1960 Parkhurst Complete Graded Set, Average 7.2 w/M. Richard 8 ..................... 1000
Very attractive hockey set, this is filled with stars. Nearly every card is slabbed, the VCP value as of March 30 was approximately $4,150. An exact inventory will be on our website, the lot has one PSA 9, twenty PSA 8s, five PSA 7.5s and sixteen PSA 7s. Anchored by a gorgeous Maurice Richard 8, the keys grade as follows: 1 Tim Horton PSA 6, 2 Frank Mahovlich PSA 7.5, 3 Johnny Bower PSA 6, 7 Gerry James PSA 8, 20 Gordie Howe PSA 7, 31 Terry Sawchuk PSA 7, 37 John McKenzie PSA 8, 38 Dickie Moore PSA 8, 39 Albert Langlois PSA 9, 44 Tom Johnson PSA 8, 45 Maurice Richard PSA 8, 46 Bernie Geoffrion PSA 8, 47 Henri Richard PSA 7.5, 49 Jean Beliveau PSA 6, 53 Jacques Plante PSA 6.5, 55 Andre Pronoost PSA 8, 58 Provost/Goyette/Pronovost (Provost/Goyette/Pronovost) PSA 8, 59 Boom Boom Geoffrion PSA 8 and 61 Jim Morrison PSA 7.
Hockey Cards

1963 Parkhurst

807  30  Jean Beliveau  PSA 8 ...............  58
This card a great image of this beloved HOfer and superb color. Extremely sharp and clean, slight centering to the right border kept this from being a 9.

812  42  Alex Faulkner  PSA 7 ................  100
Pricey card, 4s have sold for $233. Well centered with four square corners, this is a very pleasing 7.

813  49  Ian Cushenan  PSA 7 ............  35
Well centered with four sharp corners, the 7 grade appears to be very conservative to our eyes.

814  50  Alex Delvecchio  PSA 8, auto 10...  25
Neat card, PSA rated the card itself an 8 and the autograph a 10. It is very unusual to find vintage hockey cards autographed and in 8 quality, especially from the early 1960s.

815  52  Norm Ullman  PSA 9 ............  35
Mint card, great image, the corners are razor sharp.

816  55  Gordie Howe  PSA 7.5 ..........  125
A classic card, it does not get more patriotic than this! Centered slightly to the top border, this very popular card of Mr. Hockey offers four super sharp corners. We have examined the surfaces under magnification and they appear to be immaculate.

818  75  Dave Keon  ..................................  60
Fun signed card, the card itself is a crisp Ex-Mt to our eyes. HOfer Keon signed this in Mint blue ink neatly on the right side of the card, the card is PSA slabbed Authentic.

819  76  Tim Horton  PSA 8 .............  50
Fun card of this iconic name in hockey, this card has four super sharp corners. Centered to the left border, the color and image are perfect.

822  99  Cesare Maniago  PSA 9 ............  175
The last card in the set, it is not easy to find these in Mint 9 holders. Perfect quality, the corners are Mint, the image looks great, the surfaces are immaculate. Who wants to upgrade their high grade 63 Parkhurst set?

803  13  George Armstrong  PSA 8.5 ...........  25
805  17  Frank Mahovlich  PSA 8 ...........  20
806  20  King Clancy  SGC 8.5 ...........  25
808  34  Toe Blake  PSA 8 ...........  25
809  36  Claude Provost  PSA 8 ...........  20
810  39  Gump Worsley  PSA 8 ..........  15
811  41  Bruce Macgregor  PSA 8 ...........  20
817  57  Floyd Smith  PSA 9 ...........  15
820  77  Frank Mahovlich  PSA 8 ...........  25
821  80  Gilles Tremblay  PSA 8 ...........  20

823  Lot of 20 Different PSA 8s w/one 8.5 ..................  200
Terrific PSA 8 lot, the content is as follows: 4 Dick Duff, 6 Ed Litzenberger, 21 Gilles Tremblay, 22 Jean-Guy Talbot, 28 Jean Gauthier, 45 Andre Pronovost, 46 Marcel Pronovost, 51 Hank Ciesla, 56 Bill McNeil, 63 Red Kelly, 64 Dick Duff, 68 Carl Brewer, 71 Billy Harris, 73 George Armstrong, 78 Bob Baun, 79 Punch Imlach, 83 Ralph Backstrom (8.5), 84 Bill Hicke, 96 Marc Reaume and 97 Dave Balon.

824  Lot of 33 different PSA cards, mainly 7s ..................  250
Solid lot, the VCP value is approximately $950. An exact breakdown will be on our website, these better cards come in the lot: 1 Allan Stanley 6, 5 Johnny Bower 7, 29 Bernie Geoffrion 7, 33 John Ferguson 7, 40 Cesare Maniago 6, 65 Johnny Bower 7, 88 Bernie Geoffrion 7, 92 John Ferguson 7.5 and, 98 Gump Worsley 7.5.
825 1963 Parkhurst Non-PSA Graded Lot w/8s (12 pcs) ....................... 125
Attractive lot, the VCP value is approximately $475. The lot is as follows: 23 Henri Richard GAI 7, 31 J.C. Tremblay Beckett 7, 35 Bobby Rousseau SGC 8, 53 Terry Sawchuk KSA 6.5, 59 Bill Gadsby SGC 8, 69 Eddie Shack KSA 8, 74 Ron Stewart KSA 9, 81 Jean-Guy Talbot SGC 8, 82 Henri Richard Beckett 7, 89 Jean Beliveau KSA 6.5, 91 Terry Harper Beckett 6 and 95 Claude Provost KSA 6.

826 1970 Topps Empty 10 Cent Display Box ....................... 250
Very fun item, this is a full box with all flaps. There are no tears, the color is terrific. The image on the front is a touch out of register. Rarely ever offered, we could not find a single public sale for one of these.

827 1971 Topps Complete Set w/booklets NM ............... 150
Very fresh and fine set, there could be some cards here that are destined for slabbing. A fine Near Mint overall, the cards range almost entirely from Ex-Mt to Nm-Mt. Centering varies somewhat, these are really nice cards. We grade the keys as follows: 1 Esposito/Bucyk/B Hull LL NM, 2 Orr/Esposito/Bucyk LL Ex-Mt, 3 Esposito/Orr/Bucyk LL NM, 10 Plante Nm-Mt, 45 Dryden RC NM nicely ctd, 50 Hull Ex-Mt, 60 Perreault Ex-Mt, 70 Howe NM, 100 Orr Ex-Mt+, 110 T Esposito FTC NM, 111 Checklist NM nicely ctd and 114 Clarke FTC Ex-Mt.

828 1971 Topps Empty 10 Cent Display Box ............... 120
Very fun item, this is a full box with all flaps. There are no tears, the color is terrific. Scarce, these hardly ever come to market and are great both to pair with a complete set and also for unopened pack/box collectors.

829 1979 Topps 18 Wayne Gretzky RC Beckett 6 ............... 500
A classic and most vital Rookie Card, this has to be in any vintage hockey card collection. Offered is a nice 6, this has rich color and good overall centering. The photo of Gretzky looks great, the blue borders are crisp and clean. The back is clean, some typical flicks of white by the borders keep this at a 6, the corners come to solid points.

830 1979 Topps Complete Set w/Gretzky PSA 4 ............... 200
Hot set, the Gretzky Rookie has no creases, wear from being in a screwdown holder likely led to the 4 grade. The rest of the set is a sharp Ex-Mt/NM overall with varying centering. The other stars are as follows: 175 Gordie Howe NM, 185 Bobby Hull NM, 230 Mike Bossy Ex and 261 New NHL NM.
Hockey Autographs

831 1980 US Olympic Team Signed Goalie Stick 9.5 .... 100
Very fun piece, this is a Itech full size goalie stick. This
is signed by over 15 members of the legendary 1980 U.S.
Olympic hockey team. The autographs are in uniformly
perfect black sharpie ink and include Jim Craig and Mike
Eruzione. Nice piece. JSA LOA (full).

832 Modern Signed Card Lot w/key stars (223 pcs)....... 100
Clean lot of mainly 1990s era signed hockey cards, these
were almost all obtained in person by someone who worked
at the Boston Garden. Fresh to the hobby, these better signa-
tures come in the lot: Barrasso, Black, Bourque, Brind’amur,
Brodeur, Cheevers, Francis, Kariya, Lemieux, McSorley,
O’Reilly, Osgood, Parise, Pronger, Recchi, Roy, Ruzicka, Sa-
kic, Selanne, Staal, Sweeney, Tkachuk, Vachon and Verbeek.
JSA LOAA.

833 1900 Paris Olympics Ticket and Bond ............... 25

834 Lot of 13 Olympics tickets 1924-1956 ................ 100
Nice run of Olympic tickets from various sports. The con-
dition is clean, our consignor paid nearly $1,000 for these
going back to the mid-2000s. Everything will be pictured on
our website, a 1936 ticket is included in the lot.

835 Didrickson, Babe Signed Framed Display 9.5... 100
Beautifully composed display, this measures a very manage-
able 14x23. This legendary athlete (D’1956 at age 45) signed
a philatelic item in the center, the autograph is in bold blue
ink and looks great. JSA LOAA.

Game Used Equipment

836 1990s Era Roger Clemens Signed Game Cletes.. 100
Nice item, offered is a pair of well used Reebok Pump
professional model baseball cletes. Each of these has been
signed by Roger Clemens, both signatures are in bold silver
sharpie with Clemens’s number 21 and a CY III inscription.
These display very well and look terrific.

837 Alex Rodriguez Game Used/Signed Cletes ........ 200
Nice A Rod item, these are signed game cletes. The cletes
have lots of dirt on the bottom and show excellent use,
these come with an LOA from ARod.
838 Betts, Mookie Game Used/Signed Bat 7 ................ 150
Very desirable bat from one of the very best players in baseball. Used as a Red Sox player, this is a Louisville Slugger G174 1XX MLB Timber model. 1109 is engraved on the knob, 33 is written in black marker. The bat has cracks and shows outstanding use. Betts signed the bat on the barrel in silver sharpie ink, this has a JSA sticker for the signature. Good bat, it measures just over 33 inches long.

839 Ramirez, Manny Game Used/Signed Bat PSA 7 ... 150
Good bat from this always controversial slugger, this is a Cooper C243 from the 1993-1995 labeling period. This has a PSA DNA LOA, the LOA describes the use as excellent. The bat is 34.5 inches long and weighs 31 ounces.

840 Ruth, Babe 1980s Pro Model Reproduction............. 200
Fine looking Babe Ruth model bat, this is as close as almost any of us will get to his game model. With a PSA LOA, this is a circa 1985 R43 model. This is a replica of a 1930s Ruth game bat, it is 35 inches long and weighs 35.5 ounces.

World Series Tickets

841 1913 World Series Game 2 ......................... 75
A classic matchup, tickets from 1913 hardly ever come to market. Offered is a smaller size attractive ticket for game 2. The front has some general wear but displays well, the back has extra residue from scrapbook removal. The Giants won this game 3-0 behind a Christy Mathewson shutout.

842 1921 World Series Game 5 .................... 100
Desirable ticket from Babe Ruth’s first World Series as a Yankee player. This is a separated stub reinforced by tape on the back, it is slabbed PSA Authentic. The front of the ticket is bright, clean and displays well. The corners show mild and consistent wear, the edges and borders are clean. Of all things, Babe Ruth won this game with a bunt!

843 1922 World Series Game 3 ...................... 100
Partial stub, the front has bright color, the back has paper loss from scrapbook removal. PSA slabbed Authentic, these do not come to market very often.

844 1923 World Series Game 4 GVG ............. 100
Colorful ticket from the first Yankee World Series team, anything from the 1923 World Series is always desirable. Not bad at all, this attractive ticket has creasing and a small chip at the lower left corner. The Yankees won this game 8-4.

845 1924 World Series Game 3 .................... 50
Low grade ticket has had a piece re-attracted with tape. There is a chip at the upper left corner, the ticket actually has bright color and respectable eye appeal. This is an a PSA Authentic holder.

846 1924 World Series Game 6 .................... 50
From game 6, this elusive ticket was separated from its rain check with the game number. This is otherwise bright and clean and does not look bad at all in its PSA Authentic holder.
847 1925 World Series Game 6 .......................... 50
Uncommon ticket, this has typical condition issues for a
1920s ticket (creasing, edge wear etc). The ticket retains its
color and is not bad at all overall. PSA slabbed.

848 1926 World Series Game 1 .......................... 100
Desirable ticket from a classic World Series, this has bright
color and good eye appeal. There is some creasing at the
separation and general wear. PSA-slabbed, the back has
wear at the edge but is otherwise nice.

849 1927 World Series Game 2 .......................... 150
Tougher ticket, we see the Yankee home games much more
than the Pittsburgh ticket. Offered is a colorful and attrac-
tive full stub, this retains good color and eye appeal. The
back has no paper loss, the corners show consistent wear,
this displays well. The Yankees won this game 6-2.
PSA slabbed Authentic.

850 1928 World Series Game 1 .......................... 150
Great looking large format ticket, these are huge tickets.
The ticket is quite bright and clean, the edges are clean, wear
at the lower left corner is the only possible distraction. The
back is clean, this is an SGC Authentic holder.

851 1929 World Series Game 1 .......................... 50
Attractive full stub, this presents better than its technical
grade. Creasing keeps this at Good but does not crack the
paper, the back is not bad other than creasing, the corners
are fine, the color is strong. The Athletics won this game 3-1
behind a Howard Ehmke surprise start.

852 1929 World Series Game 2 .......................... 50
Attractive full stub, this presents better than its technical
grade. Creasing keeps this at Good but does not crack the
paper, the back is not bad other than creasing, the corners
are fine.

853 1929 World Series Game 3 .......................... 50
Pleasing lower grade ticket, our grade might be conserva-
tive. The Cubs won this game 3-1, there is no paper loss,
the edges look good.

854 1929 World Series Game 6 .......................... 25
Semi-phantom ticket, the Athletics won this series in 5
games. The ticket has washed out color and some general
wear. PSA slabbed Authentic.

855 1930 World Series Game 4 .......................... 50
Colorful and clean ticket, this has wear at the left edge
and no obvious creasing. PSA slabbed Authentic.

856 1931 World Series Game 2 .......................... 50
Fun World Series, the Cardinals beat the A’s in seven. The
front of the ticket is bright and clean, the back has typical
damage from scrapbook removal.

857 1932 World Series Game 4 .......................... 50
Elusive World Series ticket, this has great color and a very
attractive front. The ticket has some fine creasing, the back
is not bad at all. The Yankees stomped the Cubs 13-0 to
sweep the series.
Baseball Memorabilia

858  1933  World Series Game 3  PSA 5..................... 75
Great looking large format ticket, this is a PSA 5. Super clean and nice, the edges and corners are solid, the surfaces are perfectly clean.

859  1934  World Series Game 6  Good ...................... 30
Full stub from a very popular World Series, this has extensive general wear.

860  1935  World Series Game 5  GVG ....................... 30
Very colorful ticket, moderate creasing and corner wear keep this just below VG. The Cubs won this game 3-1.

861  1936  World Series Game 6  PSA 4...................... 75
Really nice ticket, this has four crisp corners, clean edges and surfaces. The ticket has good color, it is not clear at all why this only came back a 4.

862  1937  World Series Game 1  ........................... 50
Colorful ticket has chipping at the left border but is otherwise clean, this is PSA slabbed Authentic.

863  1938  World Series Game 4 (Lou Gehrig's last World Series game)  VG....................... 50
Very attractive larger format ticket, this has good color and clean surfaces. There is wear at the separation on the left border; sadly this was Lou Gehrig's final World Series game.

864  1939  World Series Game 4  Ex......................... 50
Very clean full stub, this has good color, crisp and edges and clean surfaces. There are no obvious creases, the ticket looks great.

865  1940  World Series Game 5  VG Ex/Ex .................. 50
Very clean full stub, this is bright and clean, with only mild wear. Greenberg home run game.

866  1940  World Series Game 7  Full Stub  GVG .......... 20

867  1975  Six different World Series Tickets ................ 150
Desirable lot of tickets from the classic 1975 World Series, game six is being offered as a separate lot. Game 1 is a partial stub, the others are all full stubs. Clean lot, everything will be pictured front and back on our website. This is not an easy or inexpensive run to piece together in today’s market.

868  1975  World Series Game 1  Full Ticket
PSA 8.................. 100
A full ticket from the first game of one of the best World Series ever played, this is a good item. Superb quality, the offered lot is a PSA 8. Please note the most recent sale for a slabbed example was in 2018, a PSA Authentic brought $650.

869  1986  Full World Series Ticket Run (7 pcs) .......... 100
With the vital game six ticket, these runs are not easy to find. Pleasing mid-grade lot, the condition varies mildly, we will have front and back scans of all of the tickets on our website.

870  1888  Dark Town Battery Cast Iron Bank ............. 250
Affordable example of a very desirable 19th century toy, something this racist is a sad relic of this era in American history. The pitcher does not stand in place properly and there is some typical paint loss. The bank nonetheless displays well and has a classic antique look and feel. The sturdy bank measures 10x7 with some rust and typical signs of it's age.
871 1948 Babe Ruth Story Full Size Movie Poster

A classic, this is a very well preserved full size movie poster. With striking graphic imagery, this is an uncommonly nice example. With no obvious tears or technical flaws, the color is good, this displays very, very well. Properly presented in an antique type frame, the total size is 29x42.

872 1958 Full Self Improvement Set

w/Mickey Mantle in the original box

Super cool lot, this is somewhat that we have never seen before complete in the original box. The heart of this piece is a very scarce set of twelve 11x14 cards with several Mantles, Yogi Berra, Bob Cousy and Joe Louis. These trade from time-to-time but never in this state. The inside top cover of the box (23x15) has a huge image of Mantle, Berra and Ford. The inside includes the original record and all sorts of charming items.

873 1962 Safe At Home Full Size Movie Poster

This is the classic 1962 Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris movie poster, these are always desirable. Nicely framed to 30x42, this is an outstanding display piece. The poster has been folded and exhibits typical general wear. The images retain vibrant color and display well, this is just a fun and cool early 1960s Mantle-Maris item.

874 Fine Time Magazine Collection

back to the 1920s (42 pcs)

A fairly unique offering, many of these are scarce. This was a passion project for our consignor, almost all of these are sports covers. Loaded with great content, there is slight duplication, the condition is all over the place. The star power here is remarkable, my favorite part of this lot are the really tough 1920 issues that hardly ever come to market. These are some of the highlights in this very substantial lot: Ali (3/22/63, others), Dean (4/15/35), DiMaggio (7/13/36, 10/4/48), Feller (4/19/37), Foxx (7/29/29), Gehrig/Hubbell (10/5/36), Hornsby (7/9/28), Mack (4/11/27), Mantle (6/15/53), Mays (7/26/54), McGraw (6/27/27), Ott (7/2/45, 2), J. Robinson (9/22/47), W. Robinson (8/25/30), Sisler (3/20/25), Staubach (10/18/63), Ted Williams (4/10/50, 2) and Wrigley (10/14/29).

875 1933 World Series Program

At Washington

VG-Ex/Ex

Uncommon 1930s WSP, this example has particularly vibrant color and a very fresh look. Unscored, the program has only mild general wear and is a solid VG-Ex/Ex overall.

876 1954 Sports Illustrated

1st Issue w/cards

GAI 8.5

The classic first issue of Sports Illustrated, these are always desirable. The offered copy is remarkably sharp and clean, it looks to be razor sharp and pristine. Slabbed 8.5 by GAI, this is for a very condition conscious pub collector.

877 1954 Very Substantial Sports Illustrated Collection (75) w/1st Issue & fifteen from the 1950s

Fine lot of Sports Illustrateds, these is very slight duplication. The condition is clean, the lot contains many of the classic covers from various sports with Mantle, Williams, Ali, Mays and Aaron all well represented. A very fun lot to peruse, this should also have a substantial value as singles. The balance of the lot range from the 1960s through the 1990s, with again, many desirable covers.

END OF AUCTION